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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

The attention to the theme of discrimination in urban 

contexts is easily understandable when we consider 

cities as the space or the arena where discriminations 

and diversity are more visible. Cities can be seen as the 

“final recipient” for most of the current policies 

(national, regional and municipal) as they are the space 

of their enforcement, thus reaching their target group: 

the citizens.  

The BEAMS project – in whose framework this 

publication was born – counts among its objectives 

that of analyzing the relations between the cycle 

production-fruition of pop culture “items” and the way 

prejudices and stereotypes are generated and finally 

contrasted. Though it is not easy to connect the 

institutional activity of the municipalities with the 

concept of pop culture, we thought interesting on one 

side to explore the role of Italian cities in relation with 

the theme of discrimination through the analysis of 

actions and initiatives carried out (what is the attitude 

of local governments in relation to this issue? what is 

their role towards the generation and contrast of 

discrimination?); on the other side, we examined the 

relationship between cities and production of pop 

culture – in its wider meaning – through a review of 

messages, images, fliers, posters and photos taken 

during community events that do “generate culture” or 

at least contribute to shape the local public opinion.  

These initiatives and images directly or indirectly 

address the so called NER discrimination (on National, 

Ethnic and Racial basis). In this context we believed 

important to include in this analysis some cases that 

refer to the language, mainly “visual” language, used 

by the Municipalities in relation to migrants as well as 

Roma, Sinti and Travelers.  

This review is not exhaustive – it could have never 

been – but it shows an original work, useful to 

highlight unusual research ideas about the role of 

Municipalities in the generation and fight against 

stereotypes through the introduction of messages and 

images that have been creating for the last five years in 

the context of local initiatives.  

In order to provide a basis for discussion and to collect 

further information about the perception of foreign 

citizens in relation to topics such as the creation, 

perpetuation of and fight against stereotypes and 

prejudices, an Open Meeting was organized in Rome 

involving some fifty people who debated around the 

issues at stake. The results of that meeting mainly 

confirm the outputs of the research and are embedded 

in this publication.   

    

Cities,Cities,Cities,Cities, M M M Migrants,igrants,igrants,igrants, Stereotypes and F Stereotypes and F Stereotypes and F Stereotypes and Fight ight ight ight 
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The analysis frameworkThe analysis frameworkThe analysis frameworkThe analysis framework    

According to the data estimated in the 2012 Dossier 

“Caritas”, the presence of more than five millions of 

foreigners regularly resident in our country changed its 

nature. The results of the last population census report 

that the foreigner population permanently living in 

Italy has almost tripled in the last decade.  

On the basis of the available data and the witnesses of 

the local administrators, this presence plays an 

important role in supporting the demographic and 

economic dynamics in our country. The foreign 

element significantly contributes to the demographic 

balance of the country, rising up the national fertility 
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rate against the progressive birth decrease and the 

enduring ageing of the population. As a matter of fact, 

the growing number of minors is particularly relevant. 

According to the data elaborated in the Cittalia 

research “Da residenti a cittadini“ (From Residents to 

Citizens), the presence of foreign minors, currently 

almost one million, increased by the 332% in the last 

decade. Foreign minors amount to the 9,7% of this 

whole age group in Italy, while the 71% of the foreign 

minors resident in Italy was born in our country and 

between 2003 and 2010 the acquisition of the 

citizenship by birth increased by 482%. These are 

extremely meaningful data that confirm once again the 

deep-rooted stability of foreign citizens who, 

generation after generation, become an integral part of 

our country. These youngsters, born by those who 

chose Italy as their new home country, the so called 

second generations, are absolutely the best mediators 

for the integration between these two worlds to which 

they both belong. Besides, the foreign population does 

weigh on the Italian productive network by ensuring 

labor force in different sectors, contributing to the 

growth of GNP in such a mounting measure to 

guarantee the 12% of the GNP in 2010, as well as the 

4,1% of the total internal revenue and almost 6 billion 

Euros of individual income taxes. The 7.4% of the 

enterprises in Italy have been started by foreign 

initiatives, as a result of an economic emancipation 

that creates income and wealth and guarantees a 

contribution to the social security system that exceeds 

the received benefits. 

A different matter concerns Roma, Sinti and Travellers 

who do not entirely fit in the category of the foreign 

citizens resident in Italy; these populations indifferently 

include citizens with Italian, EU or third countries 

citizenship as well as stateless and refugees: in fact all 

these categories do not share the same juridical status 

and enjoy different ranges of rights. In Italy, there are 

an estimated 110.000 to 150.000 Roma, but as 

elsewhere in Europe, there are no reliable data nor on 

their real number or grade of integration, level of 

education and unemployment rate. So far, a mapping 

and a geographical identification system on national or 

inter-regional scale finalized to a clear picture of the 

presence and the living conditions of Roma, Sinti and 

Travellers, has never been implemented in Italy. For 

sure the Roma minority belongs to a category of 

citizens particularly exposed to discrimination as they 

often suffer failed social inclusion. A negative 

contribution to this sad situation is definitely given by 

those prejudices and stereotypes spread by the media 

and the politicians.  

 

The Role of the Local Authorities 

If from one side – as seen above - in the last decades 

the population of the Italian cities, as well as the 

European ones, had become more and more 

heterogeneous in terms of cultures, languages and 

religions, on the other, the management of diversities 

and the fight against discrimination represented key 

priorities when shaping the policies of the cities. 

Together with the increase of the diversities, also the 

attention toward discrimination raised at local level: 

the latter is generally understood as the unequal 

treatment of some individuals based on the 

assumption that they have certain characteristics 

according to their belonging to a specific group or 

category. Dealing with discrimination is not only a tool 

to assert the rights and the respect due to any 

individual, but also a mean to facilitate the 

development of a better social scope within a more 

inclusive community.  

In this framework, we should not forget that the urban 

context includes a variety of actors that may play an 

active role in generating stereotypes, but also, if not 

foremost, in fighting against discrimination. As 

UNESCO states: “The struggle against racism is 

everyone’s business. It is, first and foremost, a legal and 

political obligation of States and regional and 

international intergovernmental organizations. It is one 

of the responsibilities of citizenship incumbent upon 

professional bodies, trade unions, voluntary 

organizations and the private sector. It is a moral and 

ethical duty for individuals, especially opinion leaders 

such as artists, journalists, teachers, academics, sport 

personalities and community, religious and political 

leaders”1: 

                                                 
1 UNESCO, European Coalition of Cities against Racism, p.6 
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By reminding the role that opinion leaders might or 

should play in the fight against discrimination, UNESCO 

implicitly confirms their important function of “socio-

cultural agents” able to shape and inform people’s 

opinions and above all to generate or minimize the 

stereotypes on which they are based. If from one hand, 

the city is one of the main territorial scopes where 

stereotypes and discrimination grow and spread their 

dangerous effects, from the other, the local authority – 

meant as the political organization in charge of the 

management of the different matters related to the 

urban community – is also a powerful “socio-cultural 

agent” as it may contribute to the generation and fight 

against stereotypes through its urban opinion leaders, 

their choices and actions. It is enough to focus on the 

messages or statements launched by the 

administrators or politicians or even more to pay 

attention to the concrete choices aimed at the strategic 

development of the cities, to gather how these may 

contribute to shape citizens’ ideas and opinions that 

may either generate or fight against stereotypes.  

Thus, the city, in its double function of physical space 

and place favoring changes, plays an important role 

both in the generation (often unconsciously) and in the 

struggle against stereotypes and discriminatory 

processes. The current situation and the research 

results show how the positive action to fight against 

discrimination together with the numerous activities 

aimed at social inclusion, surely prevail over those 

features that encourage and implement stereotypes 

and discriminatory processes in our towns. However it 

is difficult to get a full picture of the role and the 

position of each Italian city towards discrimination 

issues: though this is a feature spread everywhere, it is 

often hidden and hard to identify, especially when we 

deal with indirect discrimination or if it is performed by 

the institutions. Indeed, in the latter case there is a 

lower determination to report an episode of 

discrimination, either for fear of retaliation from the 

authorities or simply because the victim believes that a 

denounce would be useless.  

As a matter of facts, local authorities play an essential 

role in the struggle against discrimination. Differently 

from State to State and Region to Region, with more or 

less political awareness, most of the local 

administrations – in Italy and all over Europe – actively 

deal with the issue of discrimination, striving almost 

everywhere to implement those social channels able to 

reinforce the links among the members of the local 

communities. Besides the local authorities, there are 

other key actors in the cities such as NGO’s, 

associations of rights promotion and protection and 

organization aimed at safeguarding victims of 

discriminations; also those services ruled by the 

national governments (such as schools, hospitals, law 

enforcement agencies) play a key role in the cities both 

as agents enforcing targeted policies of 

antidiscrimination and as unintentional cause of 

discrimination (so called institutional discrimination). 

As stated by UNESCO,2 cities represent a “privileged 

space to link actions at grassroots and institutional 

level” exactly because it is possible “to involve all the 

actors at local level, including those who suffer from 

discrimination, in order to ensure that relevant national 

and international provisions are applied and satisfy 

concrete real problems”. Local authorities can play a 

crucial role in fighting against racism thanks to their 

capacity to join synergies within their own jurisdictions. 

Being both local and institutional bodies, municipalities 

bring an added value for the implementation of anti-

discrimination policies, thanks to their capacity to 

mobilize the key actors at local and institutional level 

and to devote resources to fight against discrimination, 

though these are more and more inadequate. As a 

consequence, local authorities embody a strategic 

actor, though not the only one in the field of anti-

discrimination, as they need to operate in the current 

legislative framework, ideally in cooperation with other 

institutions and organizations.  

This attention devoted to cooperation is at the core of 

the work carried out by the networks CLIP (Cities for 

Local Integration Policy for Migrants) and ECCAR 

(European Coalition of Cities against Racism). 

Networking is a key principle that is not often fully 

considered by the local administrators, as they are 

accustomed in most cases to work independently from 

                                                 
2 See the European Coalition of Cities Against Racism launched by UNESCO in 2004  
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other local realities from which they could mutually 

learn and teach, of course within the boundaries of 

each other diversities. Besides, the networking action is 

even more important as it multiplies the “power factor” 

of the cities and amplify the impact and effectiveness 

of the message launched to the citizens.  

 
The Italian legislative framework The Italian legislative framework The Italian legislative framework The Italian legislative framework     

It is the task of local governments to remove the 

obstacles that hamper, as a matter of facts, the social 

integration of the foreign citizens and that in general 

limit the full enjoyment of those rights and interests 

recognized to them in compliance with the respect of 

fundamental rights (art 3, cl. 5, Legislative Decree 

268/1998). The specific role embodied by the local 

governments to comply with the above finalities, only 

appears in the list of functions bestowed to them by 

the single regional sector laws that have legislative 

power in this field. The Consolidating Act on 

Immigration (Legislative Decree 268/1998) together 

with the Section V of the Italian Constitution 

determines the jurisdiction of the local governments in 

the field of immigration.   

At the same time, there is a civic responsibility also 

linked to the common sense that forces the local 

authorities to adopt measures favoring the integration 

of all city dwellers. The development of social cohesion 

at local level contributes to manage with more equity 

the whole area. It is exactly in the local dimension that 

the concept of integration becomes fully meaningful 

when it is developed and transferred into the daily life. 

This is the stage that implements the rules of common 

living, the enjoyment of civic rights and duties, by 

opening chances for “active citizenship” for all dwellers 

irrespective of their origins and the recognition of their 

Italian citizenship, in the context of the full 

enforcement of the subsidiarity principle.  

 

The Italian cities networks for integration and fight The Italian cities networks for integration and fight The Italian cities networks for integration and fight The Italian cities networks for integration and fight 

against discrimination  against discrimination  against discrimination  against discrimination      

Several municipalities are active in networks, 

associations and communication campaigns aiming at 

fighting stereotypes and discrimination with the 

objective to update the migration policies of our 

country, more and more old-fashioned and inadequate 

to address the new needs, through initiatives that 

involve citizens. In the framework of these networks 

and initiatives, the communication activity of the 

municipalities is quite strong and uses several tools 

such as images, slogans and photos.  

 

1. 1. 1. 1. l’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’io    
A wide network of cities dealing with integration issues 

has been built on the Campaign l’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’iol’Italia Sono anch’io 

((((literally, literally, literally, literally, ““““Italy is meItaly is meItaly is meItaly is me,,,, as well as well as well as well””””))))    launched last 

September 2011 by its promoting committee 

gathering civil society organizations and chaired by the 

then-Mayor of Reggio Emilia, Graziano Delrio. In the 

framework of this campaign, the municipalities 

organized several widespread initiatives in order to 

raise awareness among city dwellers advocating the 

improvement of the current citizenship law with the 

inclusion of ius soli rights and the extension of voting 

rights to resident foreign citizens, with the aim to 

collect signatures and submit to the Parliament a 

petition asking for these two provisions to be 

approved.  

This Campaign is based on the consideration that the 

change in the composition of the resident population 

in our country requires the recognition of the 

citizenship to the children of foreigners born in Italy 

and the grant of the voting right at the local council 

elections to resident foreigners; these two measures 

aim at the integration and social cohesion to the 

advantage of the whole local communities. As usual, 

society changes faster than its laws: the Campaign 

supported and continues to sustain the rapid 

adjustment of the regulatory framework to reality, in 

order to create opportunities rather than conflicts.  

The collection of 200.000 signatures, over and above 

the minimum requirement of 50.000, shows once again 

how much the civil society is ready and willing to 

validate in the Parliament a change already happened 

in our society.  

The text of the citizenship reform bill forecasts the 

recognition of the citizenship to those who were born 

in Italy with at least one parent regularly resident for a 
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minimum of one year, while for the minors born 

elsewhere, the citizenship is linked to the school or 

educational path undertaken in our country. The 

reform of the citizenship right in the direction of the ius 
soli is more and more necessary, not only because it 

represents an important step to favor the full 

integration of second generation citizens, but also 

because the enhancement of their role as “natural 

bridges” between the Italian society and the foreign 

communities is strategic to create social cohesion at 

local level and restrain the development of dangerous 

situations of marginalization and discrimination. 

Currently there is a strong political attention on the 

reform of the citizenship law under the perspective of 

the ius soli: the intention is to break through and 

resume the interrupted parliamentary procedure of the 

different bills under discussion on these issues. 

Concerning the reform of the active and passive voting 

right, the bill advocated by the Campaign is the one 

drafted by ANCI (National Association of the Italian 

Municipalities) after listening to the needs expressed 

by the local communities, proposed to the Parliament 

in 2005. This reform aims at extending the voting right 

at the local council’s elections to those foreign citizens 

who have been regularly living in the country for at 

least five years. Behind this proposal, there is a firm 

believe that the consolidation of the migratory picture 

develops in parallel with the awareness of the local 

administrators on the issue of political delegation. The 

need to bridge the “gap of legitimateness” perceived 

by the administrators chosen only by a part of the 

citizens without the consensus of people with foreign 

origins who are fully active in the social and economic 

life of the cities, is growing more and more. This need is 

in line with the desires of the migrant citizens as shown 

by a survey carried out by ISMU between October 2011 

and January 2012 on a sample of 15 cities in 7 EU 

countries, among which Milan and Naples; first of all 

the research reveals that foreigners wish to become 

citizens of the country where they live and to vote for 

the administrators who govern them.  

 

 

 

2. “18 anni in Comune”2. “18 anni in Comune”2. “18 anni in Comune”2. “18 anni in Comune”    

The Campaign “18 anni in Comune” (literally “My 18th 

birthday in the City”), mobilized the mayors of 370 

Italian municipalities on citizenship rights for second 

generation children; ANCI promoted this initiative 

together with “Save the Children” and the network “G2 

– Seconde Generazioni” (G2 Second Generations), 

directly inviting the mayors to inform the resident 

youngsters, born from foreign parents and grown up in 

Italy, of their right to seek for citizenship when they 

reach the age of consent and before they turn 19, by 

sending them a letter.  

The campaign aimed at keeping up the attention on 

this theme, by creating a straightforward and symbolic 

link between the Mayor and the second generation 

children living in town. The initiative pointed out that 

youngsters born from foreign parents, who lived their 

childhood and adolescence in Italy, will likely and 

significantly contribute to the growth and 

development of what can be considered in full reason, 

their homeland. In the meanwhile these young people 

experience a sort of paradox: they were born in a 

community that does not recognize them de jure and 

at the same time they lack contacts with the native 

environment of their parents. All the above creates a 

potentially unfair situation that has severe social 

implications.  

With the enforcement of the Decree Law n. 69 of 21 

June 2013, the so called “Decreto del fare”, this 

initiative became a law. Currently, at the eighteenth 

birth, the Municipal Civil Registrar is requested to 

inform the youngsters concerned about the 

opportunity to seek for the Italian citizenship before 

reaching 19 years of age, otherwise the right cannot be 

claimed anymore. It is an important step forward to 

overcome the bureaucratic barriers to the recognition 

of citizenship, together with the awareness raising 

action in favor of the municipalities.  
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3. Protection System for Asylum Seekers 3. Protection System for Asylum Seekers 3. Protection System for Asylum Seekers 3. Protection System for Asylum Seekers 
and Refugees (SPRAR)and Refugees (SPRAR)and Refugees (SPRAR)and Refugees (SPRAR)    

ANCI and the municipalities play their role also in 

particularly critical issues such as the reception of 

refugees and asylum seekers. The Protection System for 

Asylum Seekers and Refugees (SPRAR), has actively 

been functioning as a workshop for inclusion for more 

than a decade: a network gathering 128 towns of 

different demographic dimension, from all Regions and 

political orientations, committed to safeguard all those 

who seeking for protection and shelter in our country. 

The success of the “SPRAR model” shows the 

importance to organize all reception policies and 

actions in a single territorial system in order to favor 

the socio-economical paths of those who seek for 

protection in Italy. The approach that ANCI and the 

experts have been sustaining and reaffirming to the 

different institutional partners for a long time now, 

forecasts a single reception scheme able to support all 

the phases from the arrival at the borders to the 

achievement of the individual autonomy: a system that 

prioritizes people through the involvement of local 

governments, pursuing paths of integration and social 

inclusion. A “reception system” perfectly fitting in our 

welfare context, able to protect and facilitate the socio-

economical integration of individuals but also working 

as an active tool for the prevention of social exclusion 

and a good example for the optimization of public 

resources.  

The Network of Intercultural Cities for  Dialogue has 

been gathering several cities, in order to cooperate on 

integration and immigration policies since 2010. 

Currently, this network counts 20 Italian cities: it aims at 

outlining concrete good practices of local governance 

in order to improve intercultural dialogue and 

migrants’ participation in community life. 

The Intercultural Cities programme promoted by the 

Council of Europe and the European Commission 

supports the cities in the concrete management of 

cultural differences: thus the involved municipalities 

test best practices and become credible interlocutors 

for the national government. The network helps the 

cities to take advantage from the cultural diversity by 

drawing the attention of the institutional partners and 

the civil society towards models of coexistence and 

interaction among cultures, ethnic groups, religions 

and different languages. 

 

4. National Strategy for the Inclusion of 4. National Strategy for the Inclusion of 4. National Strategy for the Inclusion of 4. National Strategy for the Inclusion of 
Roma, Sinti and TravellersRoma, Sinti and TravellersRoma, Sinti and TravellersRoma, Sinti and Travellers    

Last February 2012, several Italian municipalities 

contributed to draft the National Strategy for the 

Inclusion of Roma, Sinti and Travellers, through the 

mediation of ANCI. A group coordinated by UNAR 

drafted the paper elaborated by the main institutional 

actors, which was finally endorsed by the Presidency of 

the Council of the Ministers, upon request of the 

European Council.  

This strategy should assist mayors to share with the 

Governmental authorities the heavy economical and 

political responsibilities implied by the actions of 

integration and support in favor of the Roma citizens: 

these should be carried out in a precise framework of 

inter-institutional governance where each institutional 

actor takes on its responsibilities and exerts its powers. 

A national strategy should guarantee a more 

homogenous framework to the territorial policies that 

are currently affected by a strong fragmentation: 

currently, services and administrative practices are very 

different from one place to another. A national plan 

would enhance the pilot experiences already tested at 

local level by including them in a system that protect 

municipalities from eventual emergencies, that weigh 

even more on the social services, already oppressed by 

the current economic crisis and the cuts to the social 

welfare system. Concerning the implementation of the 

Roma National Strategy, the European Commission 

recently spoke out to invite Member States to respect 

the obligations undertaken, especially in allocating the 

resources aiming at guarantee equal treatment and 

economic and social integration of the Roma 

population. 
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The languageThe languageThe languageThe language used by Italian cities in  used by Italian cities in  used by Italian cities in  used by Italian cities in 

the field of integration and their fight the field of integration and their fight the field of integration and their fight the field of integration and their fight 

against discrimination of foreign against discrimination of foreign against discrimination of foreign against discrimination of foreign 

citizens including Roma, Sinti and citizens including Roma, Sinti and citizens including Roma, Sinti and citizens including Roma, Sinti and 

Travellers. Travellers. Travellers. Travellers.     

    
The good and the bad communication of the The good and the bad communication of the The good and the bad communication of the The good and the bad communication of the 

municipalitiesmunicipalitiesmunicipalitiesmunicipalities    

Italian municipalities promote many initiatives finalized 

to the integration of foreign citizens, second 

generation youngsters and Roma, Sinti and Travellers. 

These activities are carried out at local level or through 

national networks active in the protection of 

citizenship rights, in the safeguard of integration or 

against discrimination. They reflect the efforts made by 

the municipalities in the demolition of racial 

stereotypes and in fighting against discrimination 

through initiatives that impact on the collective 

imagination. In this context, the variety of the language 

used by municipalities should be highlighted together 

with the use of multiple tools, many of them “visual”. 

The image, either seen as an element matching with a 

piece of information or as a boosting engine of a 

message, becomes more and more important. 

Local authorities may tackle discrimination in different 

ways but their initiatives do present some common 

features: if on one hand all of them they have to 

respect the Constitution, the laws and the Italian 

institutional framework, on the other hand they enjoy a 

specific communicative effectiveness thanks to the 

prestige naturally held by the institutions.  

In this sense, the source of an input (a slogan, an image 

or a photo) becomes important, thus assigning to the 

municipalities a serious responsibility. Many local 

administrators are fully conscious of this task that they 

manage with extreme tact and attention, showing a 

high level of awareness towards integration and fight 

against discrimination: this is demonstrated by a new 

trend of communication oriented to inclusion and 

careful to avoid stereotypes.  

Yet, unfortunately, we also have examples of 

tendencies denying the openness and social inclusion 

pursued by the local administrations: decisions or 

political stances dripping with prejudices and rhetoric, 

besides their lack of foresight. Right in this perspective, 

we should consider the decisions of some 

municipalities to exclude the children of defaulting 

families, largely foreign ones, by the school canteen or 

bus services and most of all the related communication 

practices, in some cases stereotyped or dripping 

prejudices. Let’s draw our attention to the stereotyped 

characters of the communication released by the 

Municipality of Adro, that in an issue of the municipal 

magazine sent to the families last December 2011, 

displayed some comic strips depicting the families who 

were late with the fees for the school canteen: among 

the others, they tried to ridicule the teachers and other 

members of the local community who tried to step in 

for allowing the service to continue through private 

donations.  

Therefore, in this case, a discriminatory practice 

matches with a visual communication through the use 

of the comic strips, with a clearly discriminatory 

intention. 

Fig. 1Fig. 1Fig. 1Fig. 1    .Some discriminatory comic strips displayed in the 
magazine of the Municipality of Adro – December 2011 
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The magazine was sent with a complimentary copy of 

the book written by RAI journalist Nello Raga, titled 

“Different and Divided – Diary of the cohabitation with 

Islam”; furthermore a letter explained that this gift was 

meant to householders in order to make them 

understand how much Islam was different from the 

habits and customs of the “western” society. These 

examples show the different aspects that the 

institutional communication may disclose: in spite of 

the strong awareness and the anti discriminatory 

character of the great majority of the city councils’ 

initiatives, there are still grey zones that should be 

always paid close attention. The striking example of the 

Municipality of Adro luckily represents an exception in 

the wide range of the institutional communication of 

local authorities, however it shows how much work 

needs to be carried out in order to favor the culture of 

respect and reception that avoid implementing or 

using stereotypes at community level.  

Besides, the persistence of policy models and 

institutional communication strategies with 

discriminatory features (even if they may not appear as 

such) introduces an open question that requires a 

reflection at all levels, legislative and penal included. 

However, in many cases the institutional discrimination 

is executed through underhand manners, apparently 

legal but substantially damaging the dignity of foreign 

citizens. It is a kind of veiled or indirect discrimination, 

but still serious, that surely represents a “fall” and a 

default of the local authorities towards their ethical, 

even before than legal duties.  

Nevertheless, generally speaking, the activities of the 

municipalities in the field of communication are 

positively characterized by a deep attention to 

inclusion issues that are normally tackled with the 

necessary consideration, proving the closeness of local 

authorities to their citizens, regardless of their 

nationality.  

 

A review of initiatives and iA review of initiatives and iA review of initiatives and iA review of initiatives and images of the mages of the mages of the mages of the 

municipalities in the field of integration and fight municipalities in the field of integration and fight municipalities in the field of integration and fight municipalities in the field of integration and fight 

against discriminationagainst discriminationagainst discriminationagainst discrimination    

The public initiatives organized by the municipalities to 

favor integration and social cohesion at community level 

are often linked to specific recurrences such as the 

International Anti-Racism Day on 21st March, the 

Celebration Day of the Republic on 2nd June, the World 

Refugee Day on 20th June or the International Migrants 

Day on 18th December.  

Open-air initiatives have been organized especially by 

those municipalities active and protagonists in the 

networks and campaigns quoted above (see 1.4), among 

which Reggio Emilia, Lodi, Arezzo, Campi Bisenzio, 

Torino, Firenze, Capannori, Savignano sul Rubicone, 

Lamezia Terme, Fermo, Milano, Pizzo Calabro, Olbia.  

The images that we have collected were chosen by the 

municipalities to advertize public events that they have 

been organizing either directly or in cooperation with 

others for the past five years. They often enhance the 

concept of diversity as richness or underline the link 

between integration and citizenship, while in other 

cases they associate the integration of foreign citizens or 

Roma people to workmanship, art, sport, cookery, but 

also to religion or childhood. In other cases they use 

images focusing on the faces or gazes of the migrants, 

thus recalling their hopes and troubles.  

The initiatives carried out by the municipalities aim at 

educating city dwellers to cultural diversity and 
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integration, combining understanding and awareness 

with a feeling of shared responsibilities: a very important 

message in the field of integration and fight against 

discrimination. The assumption of responsibility should 

not be limited to town councils and local authorities as it 

concerns the whole community, organizations, 

institutions, enterprises and individual citizens included. 

All actors play a role: no one alone can be decisive to 

create an effective social cohesion.  

In the initiatives started by the municipalities, the 

community level becomes crucial. The involvement of 

citizens in the neighborhoods encourage a sense of 

belonging to a wider community and permit the analysis 

of the dynamics that lead to either integration or 

marginalization: it is thus easier to understand the 

specific problems of a single community, assess the 

needs and directly tackle the obstacles to integration.  

Finally, open space initiatives favor a feeling of 

community and promote situations that gather people 

with different backgrounds, encouraging acquaintance 

and understanding among members of the same 

community. If it is important to recognize and talk about 

discrimination, it is equally essential to work for inclusive 

activities that help citizens to get close to each other.  

The reviewed initiatives and events refer to a 

communication action of the municipalities that  

appears more and more aware of the need to 

strengthen the struggle against discrimination, though 

with many territorial differences and with the limits 

linked to cultural faults and a wide spread of prejudices 

that affect – as already seen – some local administrators. 

Luckily they represent a limited minority, but this 

demonstrates that the institutional discrimination is still, 

directly or indirectly, present in our country.  

We need to point out that cities do not exclusively use 

images “to talk” to citizens: these indeed are often paired 

with other elements of the cultural production and in 

most of the cases belong to integrated communication 

strategies that include also other tools.  

Clearly, the proposed review does not have an 

exhaustive character, but only aims at collecting some 

cases of communication run by the municipalities in the 

past four years. 

 

Review by images of some initiatives organized by Review by images of some initiatives organized by Review by images of some initiatives organized by Review by images of some initiatives organized by 

the Municipalities between 2010 and 2013the Municipalities between 2010 and 2013the Municipalities between 2010 and 2013the Municipalities between 2010 and 2013    

 

AREZZOAREZZOAREZZOAREZZO    

On the occasion of the 2012 World Refugee Day, the 

Municipality of Arezzo organized a three-day event of 

music, photography, and cuisine: during this festival, 

the municipality awarded the certificates of honorary 

citizenship to migrants’ children who were born in 

Arezzo. 

The image chosen for this event pictures a colored 

young boy wearing the Italian football team shirt thus 

linking the concepts of integration and sport. 

 

In 2012, for the International Anti-Racist Day, the 

Municipality of Arezzo together with UNAR and UNHCR 

organized a “Human Chain Against Racism”: all children 

held each other’s hands and wrote their thoughts on 

balloons that were released in the air afterwards.  

The image chosen for the flyer (see next page) displays 

a series of symbols that recall the idea of a colored 

chain against racism. “United in Diversity”, the EU 
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motto seems echoed in this leaflet that enhances the 

differences through the use of colors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the context of the 2012 International Migrants Day, 

the Municipality of Arezzo organized a Conference on 

prevention and fight against racial discriminations, 

aiming for the inclusion through sport: “Sport 

Citizenship, Opportunities and Obstacles for a full 

Citizenship”. 

The chosen images display stylized drawings of 

sportswomen and men, connecting inclusion and sport 

without explicit references to different ethnic and racial 

origins. Thus the “mainstream” approach of the image 

avoids the use of any stereotype. 

 

The initiative “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner” has 

been organized in 2012 and 2013 by the association 

“Donne Insieme” (Women Together) with the 

patronage of the Municipality of Arezzo. The program 

forecasts the preparation of dinner events throughout 

the year. The families of the “new citizens” open up 

their houses to invite for dinner all those who are 

interested in understanding culture, traditions and 

food of their native countries.  

 

The image chosen to advertize the project portrays 

typical spices and seeds of the ethnic cuisine. In this 

case integration is linked to cookery.  
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BOLZANOBOLZANOBOLZANOBOLZANO    

Last June 2013, the Cultural Association of Social 

Promotion “Nevo Drom” organized the two-day 

initiative “SINTI E ROM: ARTE E DIRITTI” (Sinti and Roma: 

Art and Rights), forecasting several cultural events and 

a political debate that actively included Sinti and Roma 

citizens for once protagonists as promoters, artists, 

filmmakers and political activists. 

The event was supported by the Municipality of 

Bolzano and the Department of Culture with the Office 

24 of the Autonomous Province of Alto Adige.  

 

The images introducing the activities display photos, 

paintings and literary works about the history of the 

Roma people. The focus is placed on the ancient roots 

of these populations, whose presence in Italy dates 

back to many centuries ago.  

 

BUTI (PIBUTI (PIBUTI (PIBUTI (PISASASASA))))    

In 2012, the Municipality of Buti organized a one-day 

event for collecting signatures to support the 

Campaign “L’Italia sono anch’io”. In this framework, 

Don Armando Zappolini introduced the documentary 

“Le figlie di Mami Wata” by filmmaker Giuseppe Carrisi. 

The picture chosen to introduce the initiative portraits 

two coloured smiling youngsters with their faces 

painted with the Italian flag. The “New Citizenship” 

concept breaks through in this photo with an explosive 

strength, thanks to the smile of the two portrayed 

youngsters and their enthusiasm.   

 

CAMPI BISENZIO (FI)CAMPI BISENZIO (FI)CAMPI BISENZIO (FI)CAMPI BISENZIO (FI)    

In 2012, the Municipality of Campi Bisenzio awarded 

the honorary symbolic citizenship to 15 Saharawi 

children during an official ceremony held in the 

Municipality Palace.   . To report the event, the Press 

Office chose a picture portraying the children with the 

citizenship certificates in their hands together with the 

Mayor and the town councillors in the official room of 

the Municipality.  
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The Municipality of Campi Bisenzio awarded the 

symbolic Italian citizenship to some youngsters born in 

Italy, in the framework of the initiative “Nato in Italia Nato in Italia Nato in Italia Nato in Italia 

Cittadino Italiano”Cittadino Italiano”Cittadino Italiano”Cittadino Italiano”, (Born in Italy, Italian Citizen). The 

project also involved other Italian municipalities that 

awarded their youngsters the symbolic citizenship of 

their towns as well. It is a symbolic action through 

which city councils support the messages of the 

Campaign “L'Italia sono anch'io”. This was subscribed 

by more than 2.200 citizens, with the hope that rules 

currently enforced in Italy will be changed, thus leading 

to the quick recognition of the Italian citizenship for 

the youngsters that already belong to the city 

Community. 

The painting “Nato in Italia” (born in Italy) by Satoshi 

Dobara, was adopted by the municipal administration 

to introduce the initiative and included in the symbolic 

certification of citizenship: it portraits the faces of 

second generation children over a grass where heart-

shaped coloured trees stand out and a city monument 

is portrayed in the background. An overview recalling 

hope and sharing.  

 

In the framework of the project “Nuovi Cittadini in una 

Città Futura”, (New citizens in a future town) that apply 

an incremental methodology in the inclusion process 

of the foreign citizens, the Municipality of Campi 

Bisenzio organized three initiatives supported by the 

Province, among which the Festa della cittadinFesta della cittadinFesta della cittadinFesta della cittadinanza anza anza anza 

(2013)(2013)(2013)(2013)    (Citizenship festival): (Citizenship festival): (Citizenship festival): (Citizenship festival): the new Italian citizens 

from the previous year were invited to the event. 

The image displayed in the leaflet is the painting “Il 

dolore e la speranza” (Grief and Hope) by Antonio 

Manzi to whom is dedicated the museum that hosted 

the event. The picture recalls feelings of fear combined 

to a pervading sentiment of hope in a multicolour 

palette where symbols such as a dove and a rainbow 

flag seem to prevail.  

 

CAPANNORI (LU)CAPANNORI (LU)CAPANNORI (LU)CAPANNORI (LU)    

The Municipality of Capannori set up “Rotte 

mediterranee” (2012) (Mediterranean  Routes), an 

initiative to introduce the book “Alì fuori dalla legge”. 

Migrazione biopolitica e stato d'eccezione in Italia” (Alì 

the Outlaw. Bio-politic Migrations and State of 

Exception in Italy) by Andrea Ravenda, followed by a 

debate about migrations in the Mediterranean and 

reception in Europe, facilitated by institutional 
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participants and representatives of the private social 

sector.  

 

The image that advertises the event portrays a nautical 

chart of the Mediterranean, recalling the idea of the 

geographic proximity among the Mediterranean 

countries. The “Mare Nostrum” is a bridge between 

cultures but also the stage of absurd tragedies 

experienced by migrants such as the one occurred in 

Lampedusa last  October 3rd 2013.  

 

CASTROREALE (ME)CASTROREALE (ME)CASTROREALE (ME)CASTROREALE (ME)    

In occasion of the 2012 World Refugee Day, the 

Municipality of Castroreale organized the conference 

titled “Insieme senza confini” (Together without 

Borders), with the participation of the local authorities 

and representatives of the private social sector, 

followed by a lunch, open air games and sport events.   

The picture chosen for the initiative portrays joined 

hands of different colours, recalling friendship, sharing 

and brotherhood. 

 

 

 

 

CATANIACATANIACATANIACATANIA    

Last June 2012, in occasion of the World Refugee Day, 

the Municipality of Catania organized the conference 

“Rifugiati: quale modello di accoglienza?” (Refugees: 

which reception model?) where experts on the sector 

discussed the Italian reception model.  
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The day ended with an ethnic dinner, the award 

ceremony of a photographic contest and the showing 

of the movie “Terraferma” by filmmaker Crialese.  

The image of the leaflet portrays the painting of an 

unknown artist titled “La città ideale” (the ideal city) 

drawing the attention on the reception in the city 

environment: the “city” proposed as the space of civil 

living and integration.  

 

FERMOFERMOFERMOFERMO    

The Municipality of Fermo contributed to the 

organization of the first Maratona dell’amicizia 

interculturale, (Marathon of the intercultural friendship) 

held in Fermo last May 2013. The initiative was 

combined with debates, gastronomic stalls, music and 

multiethnic dances.  

The leaflet portrays musical instruments and ethnic 

dances, joining together integration and folkloric art. 

Actually, the latter represents a joining tool in itself, a 

bridge between cultures: in fact folkloric festivals are 

organized by several Italian municipalities.  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

FIRENZEFIRENZEFIRENZEFIRENZE    

Last March 2013, the Province of Firenze in cooperation 

with the network “Primo marzo” organized the 

Conference “Da migranti a liberi cittadini del mondo” 

(from Migrants to Free Citizens of the World): during 

the event, a movie realized by the network was shown, 

followed by a debate with institutional participants and 

representatives of the private social sector  

The picture displayed in the leaflet portrays a white 

hand crossing a black one on a globe, thus 

representing diversity and integration in a globalized 

world. 

    

LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)LAMEZIA TERME (CZ)    

In order to support the campaign advocating 

citizenship rights, “L’Italia sono anch’io”, the 

Municipality of Lamezia Terme exposed a big-size 

picture of a Moroccan native local baker, with the 

intention to 

combine the 

themes of 

integration 

and labor.  
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LODILODILODILODI    

Last October 2011, in the framework of the Tenth 

Ecumenical Day of the Christian-Islamic Dialogue, the 

Municipality of Lodi organized a three-day event 

devoted to the Festival of the Interreligious Dialogue in 

order to favor social cohesion in the community. 

During the initiative, pictures and films of religious 

feasts and places of worship were proposed, together 

with traditional religious ethnic chants and special food 

prepared in occasion of religious festivities 

The picture advertising the event portrays places and 

worship moments of Christian and Islamic religion thus 

underlining the relationships between religion and 

integration. 

 

In 2011, the city of Lodi in cooperation with the cultural 

association “Viviamo Insieme” (Let’s Live together) 

promoted a one-day event named “Giochiamo per la Giochiamo per la Giochiamo per la Giochiamo per la 
stradastradastradastrada” (let’s play n the street) proposing ethnic games, 

creative workshops and a final open air dinner.  

The image chosen for the leaflet relates the concept of 

integration to childhood and games (chess in this case) 

as a tool for friendship and a bridge between cultures. 

 

On May 2011, in the framework of the open day 

organized by the municipal nurseries, the City of Lodi 

carried out the event “da Castel Volturno a Via da Castel Volturno a Via da Castel Volturno a Via da Castel Volturno a Via 
Volturno”Volturno”Volturno”Volturno”    ---- Strade che si incontrano nel cammino Strade che si incontrano nel cammino Strade che si incontrano nel cammino Strade che si incontrano nel cammino 

dell’educare”. dell’educare”. dell’educare”. dell’educare”. (From Castel Volturno to Via Volturno –    
Roads meeting in the educational path). 

The image displayed in the leaflet portrays a plate with 

different colors mixed by a paint brush, representing 

the beauty of diversity and mixture in the current 

multicultural society.  
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During the 2012 edition of the World Refugee Day, the 

City of Lodi organized the initiative “L’accoglienza oltre 

l’emergenza” (Reception beyond the emergency), a 

one day event forecasting workshops, animated 

activities and the showing of the Documentary “Mare 

Chiuso”. 

 

The image displayed in the leaflet portrays a circle that 

includes a red point among the many white ones, thus 

underlining the connections between diversity and 

integration. 

 

MILANOMILANOMILANOMILANO    

RigenerAzioniRigenerAzioniRigenerAzioniRigenerAzioni    is the citizenship festival carried out last 

May 2012 by a pool of organizations among which the 

Municipality of Milano. The one-week event included 

conferences and seminars, film showing, exhibitions, 

sport performances, street dances and concerts. 

The image chosen for the leaflet portrays hands of 

different colors, highlighting the concepts of 

integration and diversity in arts and culture.  

 

 

 

 

NAPOLINAPOLINAPOLINAPOLI    

In the context of the 2012 World Refugee Day, the City 

of Napoli promoted an afternoon initiative with cultural 

events.   
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The image that advertizes the events focuses on the 

journey across the sea, towards hope and freedom. The 

sea, the suitcase, the footprint on the sand and the 

dove of peace (and freedom) represent the metaphoric 

journey of the refugees.  

 

Last March 2013, the City of Napoli hosted the press 

conference introducing the campaign “DOSTA”, 

organized by UNAR in order to promote the social 

inclusion of Roma, Sinti and Travellers. After the events 

carried out in Catania, Reggio Calabria and Roma, the 

European Campaign DOSTA arrived in Napoli to meet 

youth associations and citizens in the context of the 9th 

Day against Racism.    

 

The chosen image belongs to the DOSTA campaign 

and provocatively aims at showing the prejudices that 

lead us to consider Roma people as totally different 

and far away from us, even in their appearances.  

 

OLBIAOLBIAOLBIAOLBIA    

“Tisser l’Avenir du Sénégal”Tisser l’Avenir du Sénégal”Tisser l’Avenir du Sénégal”Tisser l’Avenir du Sénégal” is a project addressing 

women empowerment: it involves Senegalese women 

living at the outskirts of Dakar and in the cities of Olbia 

and Tempio Pausania in Sardinia. The project includes 

multidisciplinary training and the creation of a fund to 

support the start up of an entrepreneurial activity. It is 

financed by the Region Sardinia and it is managed by 

the Municipality of Olbia. 

The chosen image portrays the profile of a colored 

woman who wears her sewing tools in her hair. The 

association of ideas addresses integration and the labor 

world.  

 

PADOVAPADOVAPADOVAPADOVA    

Thanks to the Commission of Foreign City Dwellers of 

Padua, in the framework of the project CineRound, the 

City of Padua sponsored a cine festival devoted to 

“ethnic comedy and films on Diaspora”. The event 

organized by CinemaInSocietà, focuses on the 

condition of migrants, cross cultural marriages and 

intergenerational relationships.  
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The initiative was promoted by a creative leaflet 

picturing roll-films gathered in different group colors.  

Once again colors and their variety are used to 

introduce the concept of differences and their beauty. 

 

PALERMOPALERMOPALERMOPALERMO    

In June 2010, in the framework of the “DOSTA festival” 

promoted and sponsored by UNAR, a seminar titled 

“Roma, Sinti and Travellers: Which Strategies for Social 

Inclusion?” was proposed: this was held in Palermo 

with the support of the City Council and the Province. 

The main objective of the campaign was to favor the 

uprooting of stereotypes and prejudices towards Roma 

communities and to promote the acquaintance with all 

the expressions of their culture at national level.  

 

The images that advertise the event portray Roma 

citizens caught in their daily lives.  

 

 

PIZZO (Vibo Valencia)PIZZO (Vibo Valencia)PIZZO (Vibo Valencia)PIZZO (Vibo Valencia)    

In January 2013, the City Council organized a Workshop 

at the end of the celebrations of the Remembrance Day 

in memory of the Nazi persecution. The movie “Il 

sangue verde” (green blood) by filmmaker Andrea 

Segre was shown during the Workshop: this illustrates 

the living conditions of the seasonal workers of 

Rosarno.  

The picture chosen to advertize the event portrays the 

face of an African man. The image recalls the affliction 

and the loneliness of the seasonal workers, exploited in 

large areas of Southern Italy.  

 

 

 

 

REGGIO EMILIAREGGIO EMILIAREGGIO EMILIAREGGIO EMILIA    

On 2nd June 2011, in the context of the 65th Feast of Feast of Feast of Feast of 

the Republicthe Republicthe Republicthe Republic anniversary, the City of Reggio Emilia 

organized a ceremony where the new Italian citizens 

were presented a copy of the Republic Constitution, 

thus focusing on the relationship between democracy 

and citizenship. 

The poster highlights the words “Freedom, Labor, 

Democracy”, hence addressing the relationship 

between democracy and citizenship as underlined in 

the Italian constitution.  
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Cross cultural relations, social cohesion and integration 

are the background themes of the initiative 

“Integrazione Integrazione Integrazione Integrazione –––– strada per una vita strada per una vita strada per una vita strada per una vita migliore migliore migliore migliore”, 

(Integration, a path for a better life) organized by the 

City of Reggio Emilia together with the association 

“Giovani con uno scopo”, on 18th June 2011201120112011. 

 

The poster portrays hands of different colors joining 

together.  

 

In the context of the 2011 edition of the International 2011 edition of the International 2011 edition of the International 2011 edition of the International 

MigrMigrMigrMigrants Day,ants Day,ants Day,ants Day, the City of Reggio Emilia organized a 

one-week event that focused on cultural diversity and 

integration through literature, photography, short 

films, music and food.   

The images chosen for the poster display face parts, all 

equal but combined in different ways, recalling the 

concepts of diversity and integration.  

 

 

“Mondi in piazzaMondi in piazzaMondi in piazzaMondi in piazza” (Worlds in the square) is an initiative 

organized by the City of Reggio Emilia in cooperation 

with the Foundation Mondinsieme on 20th and 21st May 

2011; in its framework, representatives of local 

institutions and the third sector exchanged ideas about 

migrants’ associations, religious pluralism, sport against 

racism, culture and citizenship. 

The image on the poster portrays different actual 

squares combined together as a symbol of sharing and 

urban common living. 
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In the context of the 2012201220122012    World Refugee DayWorld Refugee DayWorld Refugee DayWorld Refugee Day, the 

City of Reggio Emilia organized an event named “Lune Lune Lune Lune 
migrantimigrantimigrantimigranti” (Migrant moons), forecasting a guided tour 

to the astronomic observatory Spallanzani, for the 

beneficiaries of the SPRAR project of Reggio Emilia.  

The image advertizing the initiative “Le stelle sono 

migranti?” (Are stars migrant too?) highlights the glare 

in the eye of a migrant, thus recalling the concept of 

hope in the future.  

 

In 2012, the Campaign for the Valorization of Cultural Valorization of Cultural Valorization of Cultural Valorization of Cultural 

DiversitiesDiversitiesDiversitiesDiversities promoted by the City of Reggio Emilia and 

the Council of Europe, focused on the idea that, luckily, 

all individuals are different, thus on the concepts of 

diversity and integration.  

 

 

 

 

The City of Reggio Emilia arranged the presentation of 

the essay “Racism at work: the system of discrimination 

in the work places, the juridical context and the 

protection measures” 

on 17th April 2012201220122012.  

The image on the 

cover portrays a 

stylized little man 

combined with an 

arrow, thus 

dynamically recalling 

the idea of integration 

in the world of work. 

    

    

Last May 2013, the city of Reggio Emilia together with 

the Cooperative Consumatori Nordest and the 

Association Infinito organized the first edition of “Il Il Il Il 
Mondo Tra i Fornelli Mondo Tra i Fornelli Mondo Tra i Fornelli Mondo Tra i Fornelli ---- Cuciniamo Insieme Cuciniamo Insieme Cuciniamo Insieme Cuciniamo Insieme” (The world 

in the kitchen: let’s cook together) in order to favor 

integration and mutual acquaintance between Italian 

and foreign citizens around the theme of cookery.  

The images of the poster portray various ethnical 

foods. Once again the food represents a “trait d’union” 

between cultures.  
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The fifth edition of Primavera senza RazzismoPrimavera senza RazzismoPrimavera senza RazzismoPrimavera senza Razzismo (Spring 

without racism) run on March 2013201320132013. This was an 

educational project carried out by the Foundation of 

the City of Reggio Emilia “Mondinsieme” and the 

network of secondary schools of Reggio Emilia and its 

province. Students, teachers and educators joined for 

an inclusive society that considers cultural diversity as 

an opportunity of development and reflection. 

The poster displays a photo with a multiethnic and 

smiling group.  

 

The The The The multiculturalmulticulturalmulticulturalmulticultural festivalfestivalfestivalfestival “1,6,7 contatto!”1,6,7 contatto!”1,6,7 contatto!”1,6,7 contatto!”    promoted 

by the City of Reggio Emilia and the Region of Emilia 

Romagna, has now arrived to its 5th edition. This event 

represents the current process of natural changes in 

the society as it is carried out in a social context marked 

by a strong presence of migrants: the initiative directly 

involves all the citizens in the realization of the 

performances. 
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Four smiling girls pose in New York: with this picture 

the December 2012 issue of the monthly magazine 

released by the Foundation of the city of Reggio Emilia, 

MondinsiemeMondinsiemeMondinsiemeMondinsieme reports about the journey of four 

students belonging to the High School Canossa in 

Reggio Emilia. They were invited by the United Nations 

to claim the prize CopeamPlural obtained after the 

making of a video about the fear of diversity. 

 

 

Prime Minister of the Republic of Mozambique, Alberto 

Vaquina, visited Reggio Emilia on April 2013. The leader 

of this country that has a ten-year cooperation with the 

town of Reggio Emilia decided to pay a visit right to 

this city in order to enhance and reinforce the links 

between the two realities during its first mission in 

Italy. In the picture chosen to advertize the event and 

displayed on the website of the Municipality, the Mayor 

of Reggio Emilia, Graziano Delrio wearing his official 

sash is portrayed next to Mr Vaquina. The image 

conveys the link between political dialogue and 

solidarity.  

 

 

 

SALUZZO (CN)SALUZZO (CN)SALUZZO (CN)SALUZZO (CN)    

On 1st May 2013 the City of Saluzzo organized a debate 

titled “Immigration and Seasonal Work: which “Immigration and Seasonal Work: which “Immigration and Seasonal Work: which “Immigration and Seasonal Work: which 

reception is possible?”reception is possible?”reception is possible?”reception is possible?” The meeting included the 

participation of public authorities, managers and 

experts in the field at national and local level.  

The image of the poster is a drawing of a child 

portraying a boat full of migrants.  
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SAVIGNANO SUL RUBICONE (FC)SAVIGNANO SUL RUBICONE (FC)SAVIGNANO SUL RUBICONE (FC)SAVIGNANO SUL RUBICONE (FC)    

The network of the Rubicone Municipalities organized 

in Savignano sul Rubicone an initiative at the end of 

the Italian language course cycle held in 2012, titled 

““““Parole e note d’estateParole e note d’estateParole e note d’estateParole e note d’estate”””” (Words and notes in Summer)  

The poster displays the word “Welcome” translated in a 

dozen of different languages, thus highlighting the 

relationship between integration and knowledge of 

the language.  

 

TORINOTORINOTORINOTORINO    

Torino PluraleTorino PluraleTorino PluraleTorino Plurale is a program of the City of Torino that 

forecasts a portal and several initiatives. It is primarily 

an information tool advertizing the integration policies 

enforced by the City Council dedicated to all those 

interested in getting familiar with them. In the 

framework of this programme, the Municipality drafted 

a guidebook to introduce the network to newcomers 

and offer information in the field of immigration and 

social and cultural inclusion. It is furthermore 

interesting the publication “Torino è la mia città”“Torino è la mia città”“Torino è la mia città”“Torino è la mia città” 

(Torino is my town), a multilingual guide distributed to 

the new citizens to let them acquainted with the 

available services and understand what the town can 

offer. This guide is regularly updated. 
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The cover and the other images displayed in the guide 

show young new citizens coming from different 

countries. The dynamism of the portrayed youngsters 

and the typical background from Torino shown in part 

of the photos included in the latest editions, enhance 

the openness of the town towards migrants and in 

particular the new generations. It is thus explicit the 

link between the inclusive town and its symbols (for 

example the “Mole”) combined with its typical 

multicultural context. 

    

In 2012,In 2012,In 2012,In 2012, The Intercultural center of the City of Torino 

organized a round table in cooperation with the 

Agency “Tu UniCredit”. The initiative titled “Torino Torino Torino Torino ––––    

MilanoMilanoMilanoMilano: dove cresce il futuro: dove cresce il futuro: dove cresce il futuro: dove cresce il futuro”, (Torino – Milano, where 

the future grows up) describes the two towns in the 

perspective of their capacity to receive and include 

foreign citizens within their economical and social 

contexts.  

The image displayed in the flyer portrays a colored and 

united world, thus highlighting the relationship 

between integration and geographical proximity. 

 

Urban BarrieraUrban BarrieraUrban BarrieraUrban Barriera is a city development program aimed 

at starting a general improvement of the “Barriera di 

Milano” area, a historical district located in the northern 

part of Torino. This program forecasts events and 

initiatives to favor social inclusion and active 

citizenship in the context of a more general 

redevelopment and its resurgence to an urban 

common living. Last Spring 2012, within this program a 

call for projects dealing with the promotion and 

approach of languages was launched.  

The winner of this selection was the project “Fuori la 

lingua!” (Stick out your tongue!) forecasting a series of 

free courses of Italian language and a program to 

approach Arabic, Rumanian and Chinese languages. The 

flyer of this project proposes an easy-going image 

portraying people from different countries sticking out 

their tongues, with a stylized city landscape in the 

background. In this work, the language is seen as a 

joining element between cultures, a bridge and an 

integration tool.  

 

Again in the context of the program Urban Urban Urban Urban BarrieraBarrieraBarrieraBarriera 

(occupational–economical strand), the project Extra-

Titoli in Barriera, has been starting its activities since 

February 2012. The project is dedicated to the foreign 

citizens residing in Torino with the objective to offer 

them a support for the recognition of their educational 

or vocational certifications obtained abroad. The flyer 

displays the image of a meeting around a multicultural 

table, thus implying an inclusive idea of the labor world 

where people coming from different places can make 

the most of their abilities, exchange experiences and 

grow professionally.  
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VIZZINI (CT)VIZZINI (CT)VIZZINI (CT)VIZZINI (CT)    

In the Framework of the World Refugee Day, the City of 

Vizzini organized an event titled “L’accoglienza al di là “L’accoglienza al di là “L’accoglienza al di là “L’accoglienza al di là 

dell’emergenza”dell’emergenza”dell’emergenza”dell’emergenza” (Reception beyond emergency) to 

narrate voices, culture and stories from refugees and 

envisage new inclusion paths. The photos chosen to 

advertize the initiative portray food and ethnic 

hairstyles, thus highlighting the relation between 

integration through cookery and culture.  

 

 

A WIDA WIDA WIDA WIDESPREAD INITIATIVEESPREAD INITIATIVEESPREAD INITIATIVEESPREAD INITIATIVE    

Inside/OutInside/OutInside/OutInside/Out is a photographic project carried out in the 

framework of the Campaign “L’Italia sono anch’io”, to 

support citizenship rights of second generations’ 

youngsters and voting right for foreign city-dwellers. 

This art project was carried out by street artist JR who 

involved 1.500 Italian citizens standing up for the rights 

of those Italians of foreign origin by “offering their 

faces” to support this Campaign in eight Italian towns. 

These are: Cagliari, Crema, Firenze, Milano, Palermo, 

Reggio Emilia, Sassari and Torino. Different and alike 

faces at the same time. Diversity and integration. 
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Main findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviews    
 

In parallel to the survey undertaken by the BEAMS 

project, Cittalia considered worthwhile to carry out 

some interviews based on the role of institutional 

communication of Italian city councils on the themes of 

stereotypes and discrimination. The interviews, of an 

essentially qualitative nature, involved respectively one 

of the major experts in the field of antidiscrimination in 

Italy, Udo Enwereuzor Udo Enwereuzor Udo Enwereuzor Udo Enwereuzor (COSPE); a local administrator 

particularly active in the field of social inclusion such as 

the Councilor to Cohesion and Social Security of the 

City of Reggio Emilia, as well as Coordinator of the 

Intercultural Cities Network, Franco CFranco CFranco CFranco Corradiniorradiniorradiniorradini; a 

journalist expert on integration such as Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria 

CosentinoCosentinoCosentinoCosentino, , , , author of the handbook for journalists and 

communication agents “Parlare Civile” and finally the 

famous photographer and advertising agent Oliviero Oliviero Oliviero Oliviero 

ToscaniToscaniToscaniToscani, , , , well-known after his communication 

campaigns for important Italian and foreign brands.  

 

Interview to Udo Enwereuzor,Udo Enwereuzor,Udo Enwereuzor,Udo Enwereuzor, 

expert in discriminations and 

COSPE responsible for the 

European project RAXEN 

(European Racism and 

Xenophobia Network)  

 

In which way the institutional communication of the In which way the institutional communication of the In which way the institutional communication of the In which way the institutional communication of the 

municipalities on multiculturalism and migrants’ municipalities on multiculturalism and migrants’ municipalities on multiculturalism and migrants’ municipalities on multiculturalism and migrants’ 

integration has changed? integration has changed? integration has changed? integration has changed?     

The major change is that today institutional 

communication is more developed than in the past. 

However there are still the – not so praiseworthy – 

features of a schematic, if not stereotyped 

representation: its growth represents a step forward 

but there are still important shortages. For example, 

the communication spreads information about the 

development of policies implemented for migrants, 

but it is still missing the attention on how to reach the 

foreign residents. It is not only a matter of translating 

the messages in foreign languages but also find a 

strategy to talk to this segment of population as 

consumers to whom information should be given. 

There are important pieces of communication such as 

power or gas cuts that are spread through traditional 

communication channels that many migrants do not 

access. Currently thanks to the municipalities’ websites 

these information are spread at very low costs, but it 

should be kept in mind that not everybody is a 

computer or an internet user. Better communication 

should be also structured for the procedures that 

concern families with children or for the enrollment to 

the nurseries, in order to reach a more and more 

significant part of the population.  

And what about the public communication aimed at And what about the public communication aimed at And what about the public communication aimed at And what about the public communication aimed at 

the rest of the population?the rest of the population?the rest of the population?the rest of the population?    

I would summarize the concept in this way: in some 

cases it is avoided to say in positive terms what has 

been carried out for migrants out of fear to arouse a 

general negative reaction implicitly assuming that the 

population would opposite. This kind of 

communication works in minimalist terms if not 

stereotyped, arriving to the so called “fear of white 

reaction”: what has been done remains unsaid for fear 

that white people may overreact. I believe that this 

kind of communication can also be found in the work 

of the mayors who from one side refer to a basically 

anti-immigrant grassroots but on the other cannot 

ignore the fulfillment of certain duties. In other words 

they enhance only one part of the communication in 

order to satisfy their political supporters. There is also 

the bad communication such as that of the 

Municipality of Adro that in its magazine sent to the 

families last December 2011 included a comic strip 

devoted to the question of the families who were late 

with the fees for the school canteen of their children. 

The magazine was sent with a complimentary copy of 

the book written by RAI journalist Nello Raga, titled 

“Different and Divided – Diary of the cohabitation with 

Islam”; furthermore a letter signed by the Mayor 

explained that this gift was meant to householders in 

order to make them understand how much Islam was 

different from our habits and customs. This example 

shows the different aspects that the institutional 

communication may disclose.  
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Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in 

order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the 

same time remove stereotypessame time remove stereotypessame time remove stereotypessame time remove stereotypes and carry out  and carry out  and carry out  and carry out 

strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the 

integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?    

In order to reach a specific part of the community in 

each municipality, it is necessary to use all the 

communication tools, not only the traditional ones 

such as the council notice board but also e-mails and 

sms. Not all the houses are equipped with telephones 

but through messages via mobile there are more 

chances to reach all the users to spread important 

notifications or service announcements. Some of the 

information only reaches those who attend cafes or 

other places for exchanging information: this is why all 

the tools should be used at their best beyond 

municipal magazines or web sites.  

And what about the rest of the community? And what about the rest of the community? And what about the rest of the community? And what about the rest of the community?     

It is ironically more effective, for better or for worse, 

what is said by the institutions during the public 

appointments, by the local councils at the press 

conferences or during the thematic events. That kind of 

communication needs to be improved also in the 

language used: those institutional representatives, who 

still say “extra-comunitari” or “vucumprà”, surely use a 

more appropriate language when they tackle other 

themes. In this case they use a catching language that 

reaches far more persons than those who read the 

municipal magazine or website. Also on a symbolic 

level, the verbal communication of the institutions is 

catching because it is echoed by the media, with all the 

distortions to which the message is subjected to, in the 

transition from one source to another.  

In whiIn whiIn whiIn which way the communication language of the ch way the communication language of the ch way the communication language of the ch way the communication language of the 

Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration 

and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in 

which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication 

of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local 

stakeholders onstakeholders onstakeholders onstakeholders on the themes of integration? the themes of integration? the themes of integration? the themes of integration?    

There are sufficient elements to deduce that the 

perception of the public opinion on immigration 

depends on the way the issue is tackled either by those 

who talk on behalf of the institutions or others who 

introduce those information to a wider public through 

the media. This relation is not linear but rather a 

circular one and proceeds on both senses: the media 

agents who tackle these themes are rarely migrant 

themselves. The journalists propose certain 

representations of certain situations that the 

administrators seize and reproduce only because they 

like them without asking themselves further questions. 

Many administrators of political parties such as the 

Northern League are chased by the journalists because 

they use lively and often insulting expressions that 

make the news. There is a mutual relationship between 

these two actors and unfortunately like in the Adro’s 

case, this reinforces a negative representation that is 

already present in the media or at an academic level.  

WhatWhatWhatWhat are the typical elements of a positive and  are the typical elements of a positive and  are the typical elements of a positive and  are the typical elements of a positive and 

effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?      

Doubtless, it is necessary to start from the 

completeness of information, without spicing it up 

with special effects but trying to inform with elements 

that allow understanding facts and things happened. 

This brings us back to the reasons why it is desirable to 

use the correct terminology. Currently many people 

have a hard time to express a concept that until the 

year 2002 we named it differently: that related to the 

caregivers. The enforcement of the Bossi-Fini Law 

deleted the previous terminology, likely forging a new 

way to define this job following the need to employ 

the immigrants as servants. The term “badante” was 

not used by chance to define care workers who ranged 

from domestic workers (once called “colf”) to those 

who took care of not self sufficient persons, all 

equivalents of the English expression care workers. 

Also other terms such as “clandestini” need to be 

stigmatized, for it negatively characterizes them, as the 

name itself refers to someone who did something 

wrong. The meaning of our words loses its sense as we 

use them off-hand. It is necessary that institutional 

communication aim at the thoroughness of the 

information by drawing the attention on the essential 

elements allowing the comprehension of the facts. It is 

finally important to pay attention to the small details 

and to symbols because words count and the persons 

to whom we talk may be hurt, even if they don’t go and 

protest under the Municipality building.  
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Interview to Franco CorradiniFranco CorradiniFranco CorradiniFranco Corradini, 

Councilor to Cohesion and Social 

Security of Reggio Emilia and 

Coordinator of the Intercultural 

Cities Network  

 

How did institutional How did institutional How did institutional How did institutional 

communication on multiculturalism and migrants’ communication on multiculturalism and migrants’ communication on multiculturalism and migrants’ communication on multiculturalism and migrants’ 

integration change in your cityintegration change in your cityintegration change in your cityintegration change in your city? ? ? ?     

We started some websites devoted to these issues with 

specific reference to all forms of prejudice. We 

managed to create an editorial staff composed by 

Italian and foreign origin youngsters, Mondoinsieme, 

who work in direct contact with the other young 

people in town. They try to propose cultural diversity as 

a positive element in the daily life, which is in line with 

the strategic perspective of the Municipality. Unlike the 

past, when we mainly activated campaigns and 

disseminated posters, currently we encourage a direct 

youth involvement in order to understand their living 

conditions and offer them a new interpretation about 

these themes: in this way we manage to go deeper in 

their analysis, though they still represent unsolved 

questions.  

And what abouAnd what abouAnd what abouAnd what about the rest of Italy?t the rest of Italy?t the rest of Italy?t the rest of Italy?    

The Campaign “L’Italia sono anch’io”, born to favor 

citizenship rights and grant voting right in the local 

elections to migrants, has been a good cultural activity 

as it manages to reach those citizens who had a 

superficial attitude toward the presence of migrants. I 

believe it has been important to reach not only those 

who are already aware of the problem, but also the rest 

of the population. Correctly, we reckon that cultural 

diversity can lead to conflicts, but we are also obliged 

to react and show the advantages of cultural diversity.  

There are also more concrete actions such as the 

launch of anti-discrimination help-desks, unfortunately 

not so spread, where it is possible to report facts and 

concrete episodes. It is necessary from one side to 

continue the cultural fight to enhance diversity and 

from the other to give rise to legislative actions useful 

for all citizens rather than for migrants only. We need to 

demonstrate that by responding to migrants’ 

problems, we achieve a general improvement for all.  

Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in Which tools should be used by local authorities in 

order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the 

same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out 

strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the 

integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?    

We need to pursue an approach of democratic 

governance that is to summon up all the institutions 

and the world of associations such as the professional 

ones of the lawyers, architects or craftsmen, to make 

larger parts of the population more and more aware of 

these issues. The local authorities should have a 

leading and coordinating role in promoting the 

discussion on these themes. We try to spread them 

through experiences such as the signature of a 

protocol with the media and the Journalists 

Association for the change of the language adopted in 

the communication. Another important aspect is to 

promote the leading role of youth thanks to training 

activities that give them the tools to develop these 

issues and fight against hostile web campaigns. We 

need time for this in order to plan a long term strategy 

and we need to make specific resources available in 

order to achieve it. The strategy does not only forecast 

the communication aspects but also training initiatives 

for journalists and the presence on the internet: these 

elements can help local authorities to obtain results 

over the medium term. The fight against the prejudice 

should be a priority: in fact we have several tools to 

highlight the prejudices against foreigners but also 

those of the latter towards the Italians. In many schools 

we register several activities that gather and compare 

the different points of view in order to tackle this issue 

in a simple but effective and meaningful way.  

In which way the communication language of the In which way the communication language of the In which way the communication language of the In which way the communication language of the 

Municipalities is affMunicipalities is affMunicipalities is affMunicipalities is affected by the level of integration ected by the level of integration ected by the level of integration ected by the level of integration 

and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in and social cohesion in the community? And in 

which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication 

of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local 

stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?    

The involvement of migrants themselves becomes 

essential: we need to carry out actions that assign them 

a leading role both in the planning phase and in the 

actual management of the campaigns. Some 

significant aspects are still difficult to execute such as 
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the presence of migrants in public offices like the Civil 

Registry or the local police and the schools: this is a 

sensitive area as employment in the public offices is 

regulated by public competitions that require the 

enjoyment of the Italian citizenship; however it 

becomes more and more important to employ 

migrants in all public offices, Prefectures and Police 

Headquarters included, as it may help to have a 

different attitude and to change the approach used to 

deal with this part of the population. If our laws will 

remain as they are, we will need to employ cultural 

mediators to assist the staff in some strategic sectors, in 

order to offer better services and change the mentality 

of public authorities towards migrants.  

What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and 

effective communicatioeffective communicatioeffective communicatioeffective communication on these themes?  n on these themes?  n on these themes?  n on these themes?      

Firstly we need to enhance the stories of single 

individuals: if we manage to coherently carry out this 

strategy, we may change the attitude and the way the 

local communities perceive them: to show the migrant, 

not as a generic element but as a person who may 

have experienced very successful stories either in the 

past or currently. Another important element is to 

enhance the extraordinary energy that second 

generations youngsters bring along. The power of 

change expressed by the youngsters’ stories can 

contribute to change the attitude of public opinion on 

these issues, if only we manage to promote them 

correctly.  

Other more structural elements include the possibility 

to have multilingual signs in the public offices, which 

would already witness a great openness, or guarantee 

a decent reception of migrants in hospitals and nursing 

homes. This is not only a matter of linguistic support 

but in fact the entire health structures would take 

advantage from these measures. Besides we need to 

forecast either physical or virtual places where the 

migrants can easily receive all the information they 

need and make all citizens acquainted with this 

opportunity. All these and other elements belong to a 

more structured communication witnessing that local 

authorities take on board these issues at all levels and 

reckon that cities have changed. 

 

Interview to Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria Raffaella Maria 

CosentinoCosentinoCosentinoCosentino – Journalist of 

“Redattore Sociale” and 

author of the handbook for 

journalists and 

communication agents 

“Parlare civile”  

WhWhWhWhat are the changes occurred in the institutional at are the changes occurred in the institutional at are the changes occurred in the institutional at are the changes occurred in the institutional 

communication of municipalities on communication of municipalities on communication of municipalities on communication of municipalities on 

multiculturalism and migrants’ integration?multiculturalism and migrants’ integration?multiculturalism and migrants’ integration?multiculturalism and migrants’ integration?    

Unfortunately in the past years the main focus has 

been placed on issues such as legality and security, 

both at North and South and under local governments 

of any political color. These two concepts are confused 

with justice: legality doesn’t automatically guarantee 

justice. This main framework of security – as underlined 

by Marcello Maneri as well – absorbed everything and 

more specifically the communication on Roma and 

Sinti who were presented as a dangerous threat. It has 

not made clear that these communities have been 

living in Italy for centuries: it is difficult to explain that 

someone who belongs to the Roma community can be 

Italian at the same time. The communication carried 

out by the mayors is crucial. What was once the 

defense of the race now turned into the protection of 

culture. Obviously there are many exceptions from the 

multicultural point of view, as several institutions made 

big changes. Lampedusa, for example, adopted a 

totally opposite communication than in the past, with 

an important improvement of the image of an island 

that lives almost exclusively on tourism. Another 

positive example is given by Rosarno, in Calabria, again 

thanks to a Mayoress, who managed to make a positive 

change that relieved the whole image of the 

community after its collapse in the depths. The current 

Mayoress has been elected by the citizens after the 

rebellion of the African dwellers against the 

exploitation and the counter-revolt of the native from 

Rosarno against the Africans. Basically, the situation of 

migrants has not changed – still there is no concrete 

provision for their reception – but at least there is a 

Mayor who visit and talk to them in a different way. I 

positively remarked that in the latest rounds of voting, 

those candidates who focused exclusively on security 
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issues were not as successful as they used to be in the 

past, seen that with the economic crisis this theme is 

less catching than before. I would be very careful also 

on another point, the so called “racism of the little 

whites”: in a context of limited resources and the 

poorer categories in need of more welfare, they start a 

competition with migrants, thus developing an idea of 

siege that created mottos such as “Masters in our own 

homes”; one of the most popular refrains. Migrants are 

more and more citizens as everyone else: municipalities 

cannot think anymore to address them as they used to, 

only ten or fifteen years ago. The representatives of 

migrants should be invited or quoted not only in the 

events tackling multiculturalism, but also in all those 

initiatives dealing with commerce, school and other 

essential fields of the social fabric.  

Which tools should be used bWhich tools should be used bWhich tools should be used bWhich tools should be used by local authorities in y local authorities in y local authorities in y local authorities in 

order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the order to better inform on these issues and at the 

same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out same time remove stereotypes and carry out 

strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the strategies for civic participation aiming at the 

integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?integration of foreign communities?    

Surely they should include either within the Mayor’s 

staff or the Municipality’s, persons belonging to these 

communities in order to plan and communicate the 

strategies for civic participation. In too many situations, 

even though Municipalities include CARA structures or 

projects of the SPRAR network and several hosting 

communities or a noteworthy commercial activity 

promoted by migrants, the presence of foreigners is 

still considered as a sort of occupation of public land, 

where no form of exchange is forecast. If this attitude 

could fit in the emergency or the first arrivals occurred 

15 years ago, now it doesn’t work anymore. In other 

communities, such as those of the smaller cities in 

Southern Italy, the situation is even more difficult 

because it develops within already critical contexts. 

Municipalities must take on communication actions, as 

they are a key element. Too much often this activity is 

left to the good will of associations, parish priests or 

group of citizens. Migrants must be the leading actors 

of a change that involves all, in order to leave behind 

the concept that considers them as “passive 

recipients”. We would need a constructive way to take 

advantage of the skills of these people: some of them 

hold multiple diplomas but they cannot do the job 

they have studied for. This is why, for example, we 

should start job helpdesks able to integrate the 

reception strategies carried out in our country and find 

a way to match job offers and demands.  

In which way the communication language of In which way the communication language of In which way the communication language of In which way the communication language of 

Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration Municipalities is affected by the level of integration 

and social and social and social and social cohesion in the community? And in cohesion in the community? And in cohesion in the community? And in cohesion in the community? And in 

which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication which way, at turn, it influences the communication 

of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local of the local newspapers, associations and local 

stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?stakeholders on the themes of integration?    

The language is very important because words and 

policies do match. If I believe that the Roma young girl 

who attends my school is a nomad, I will make a 

project for a person who will not be there the next year 

and I will badly plan her educational path. It also 

greatly conditions local and national media, as in Italy 

the tendency is to strictly follow the language used by 

politicians without questioning it. With no doubt I 

would start to substitute the word “integration” with 

“inclusion”, because the concept of integration implies 

that the newcomers must integrate in our society. On 

the contrary, inclusion, if applied in the Anglo-Saxon 

meaning, entails an exchange within the social context 

to the advantage of all the actors involved rather than 

forecasting that a group must fit in a preexisting 

model.  

The communication of the local newspapers is crucial, 

as much as the relationship between minorities and 

media. The Charter of Rome does not only address the 

journalists writing for the local and national 

newspapers but also all the agents working in public 

communication. This is the right moment for this 

country to make an analysis of the language used: the 

term “clandestino” that we currently use is always 

negatively characterized, because it refers to someone 

hiding even in broad daylight, thus involved in 

something forbidden. By definition no clandestine can 

be good and all migrants are called in this way; also the 

term “nomade” is wrong, as the majority of them are 

permanently resident somewhere, as much as the 

expression “di colore” (colored) or insisting on 

nationality when it is not necessary or hide it when it 

should be highlighted, for example in the case of 
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persons exploited at work. Obviously also the 

association of words is important: though “Roma” is the 

correct term to call this community being the word 

used by them, when I title an article “Roma’s house: 

fear in the village”, only because they bought a house, 

it doesn’t mean that simply avoiding the word 

“zingaro” I didn’t give a negative portrayal. Also the 

expression “vucumprà” is still widely used by agencies, 

municipalities and councilors: would they call like this 

an Italian peddler? Finally the term “extracomunitario” 

is less and less used and it is important to recall the 

official stance of the district attorney of Savona who 

asked to exclude it from judicial proceedings.  

What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and 

effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?      

First of all we need to carefully reflect on the words that 

we use through self information and research. We 

should not generalize: a single fact performed by an 

individual should not be used to blame a whole 

community. On the contrary all the successful stories of 

those who brought advantages to the communities 

where they settle should be highlighted, as in several 

cases they create jobs for Italians too. 

We need to understand that the restrictive policies 

experimented on migrants, with the excuse that they 

enjoy less rights, may be extended to Italians in the 

near future. Often fewer rights for foreigners have been 

mistakenly advocated without considering that the 

washout of rights applies to all and not only to a 

category. When we communicate about rights, we 

need to keep in mind these elements, trying to 

advocate for more rights for all, with no distinction 

among categories of city dwellers. Likewise, enhancing 

the culture of foreign communities doesn’t imply a 

debasement of the local one: municipalities often 

perform actions but cannot manage to communicate 

them. Specific competences are necessary as well as 

the political will to advertize the good things carried 

out at city level. This is why it is necessary to use social 

networks, forecasting social media editors devoted to 

these issues. 

 

 

 

Interview to photographer and 

advertizing agent Oliviero Oliviero Oliviero Oliviero 

ToscaniToscaniToscaniToscani    

 

 

 

 

How did the perception of migrants’ integration andHow did the perception of migrants’ integration andHow did the perception of migrants’ integration andHow did the perception of migrants’ integration and    

multiculturalism change in Italy? multiculturalism change in Italy? multiculturalism change in Italy? multiculturalism change in Italy?     

Thanks to migrations and schools, we are more and 

more aware that there are other persons in the world, 

that we are not alone: this is a positive element, but it 

may create problems to those who fear diversity. Many 

people are still scared and do not want their short-

sightedness to be revealed. But slowly we are 

becoming civilized… 

How is it possible to communicate these issues at How is it possible to communicate these issues at How is it possible to communicate these issues at How is it possible to communicate these issues at 

their best?their best?their best?their best?    

We do not express great fantasy and creativity about 

this: though we consider our country as a creative one, 

frankly on this specific issue I wouldn’t say so. 

Doubtless, the educated citizen is far better than the 

institutions that are still lacking in this field. In other 

countries we register a huge difference with Italy: 

maybe because we have been tackling the issues 

related to migrants’ inclusion for less time than 

countries such as Germany, France or Switzerland that 

are more experienced in the field.  

What differences have you noticed, in particular?What differences have you noticed, in particular?What differences have you noticed, in particular?What differences have you noticed, in particular?    

There is a totally different attitude. I don’t think Italians 

are racist: at least on a human level they absolutely are 

not. There is a basic cultural trend that makes us racist: 

the one represented by TV, football teams, social 

stupidity, but in general we are not racist people. We 

reckon that we have been migrants in the past: 

however although Italians retain a very deep human 

touch, in some cases we may be truly stupid. 

Institutions such ANCI should do something against 

the idiot parochialism that put one city against the 

other. While in some cases, there is a funnier 

parochialism that could be worthwhile to enhance and 

promote.  
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In which way the communication language is In which way the communication language is In which way the communication language is In which way the communication language is 

affected by the level of integration and social affected by the level of integration and social affected by the level of integration and social affected by the level of integration and social 

cohesion in the community? And in which way, at cohesion in the community? And in which way, at cohesion in the community? And in which way, at cohesion in the community? And in which way, at 

turn, it influencturn, it influencturn, it influencturn, it influences the communication of the local es the communication of the local es the communication of the local es the communication of the local 

newspapers, associations and local stakeholders on newspapers, associations and local stakeholders on newspapers, associations and local stakeholders on newspapers, associations and local stakeholders on 

the themes of integration?the themes of integration?the themes of integration?the themes of integration?    

Let’s make an example: I have been living in Tuscany 

for 40 years, but for the local people I am still a 

foreigner. Yet I haven’t well understood what 

integration means at that level. In Italy the problem 

should be sorted out by those who should integrate 

rather than by those who should be integrated, like in 

the US. While in Italy there are many people like 

Borghezio of the Northern League. Strangely there are 

more problems among catholic people, while laic had 

fewer problems in favoring integration. 

What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and What are the typical elements of a positive and 

effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?  effective communication on these themes?      

Surely we need to catch and evoke curious images and 

even moving in a way. Love and feelings still touch in a 

country with no dialogue. Then I believe it is a matter 

of bigheartedness and in this field we are very good: 

we are not a generous country when compared to 

Switzerland and Germany.  

In order to positively tackle the theme of diversity, I 

would underline that there are not two persons alike. 

We need to explain and appreciate diversity: once 

understood this concept, everything becomes easier. In 

diversity there is all the curiosity in life, in art, in 

everything. No one chose to be Italian or male or 

female: we need to be proud of what we do and 

choose. It is a matter of paramount group identities. 

Let’s take the example of Siena and its citizens: in town 

they perceive themselves as contrada dwellers, in 

Tuscany they feel Senese, In Italy Tuscans and in 

Europe Italians. Instead it should be the opposite: we 

should firstly feel European, then Italians, then Tuscans, 

then Senese and finally local community members.  
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Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 | | | | Stereotypes, perception anStereotypes, perception anStereotypes, perception anStereotypes, perception and discriminationd discriminationd discriminationd discrimination

    

BEAMS Open Meeting: a reflection BEAMS Open Meeting: a reflection BEAMS Open Meeting: a reflection BEAMS Open Meeting: a reflection 

group to explore perceptions and group to explore perceptions and group to explore perceptions and group to explore perceptions and 

perspectives of foreign citizens living perspectives of foreign citizens living perspectives of foreign citizens living perspectives of foreign citizens living 

in Rome.in Rome.in Rome.in Rome.    
 

    

Description and methodology of Description and methodology of Description and methodology of Description and methodology of 

reflection groupsreflection groupsreflection groupsreflection groups    

    
In order to enrich and integrate the research work with 

other information taken from direct experiences, on 

December 12th, 2013 Cittalia organized in Rome – at 

the very core of its most multicultural neighborhood 

located around Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II – an open open open open 

meetingmeetingmeetingmeeting (WS2) aimed at fostering direct participation 

of the foreigners' communities so to better understand 

how stereotypes and discriminations are perceived by 

the “new citizens” and how they perceive the role of 

the local authorities, starting from their thoughts about 

the city they live in, Rome.  

The meeting was organized in collaboration with UNAR 

(the Italian equality body) and with the associations 

ARCI, Piuculture, Apollo 11 and ZaLab. The event was 

held at theatre “Piccolo Apollo”, a small cinema-theatre 

that represented a perfect venue for the informal kind 

of debate that the organizers wanted to implement: 

the atmosphere inside the theatre – characterized by 

interactive walls made of writable blackboards – was 

very confidential.  

The meeting worked as an open forum of discussion on 

the themes of diversity, citizenship and integration and 

provided an informal space for mutual learning and 

understanding between third-country nationals, social 

practitioners and policy makers, addressing in 

particular the way we can improve our capacity of 

living together by avoiding stereotypes. It was, first of 

all, an opportunity to reflect on the core topic of 

BEAMS, that is exploring how “stereotypes” are 

generated or contrasted by the mainstreaming / 

popular culture. In particular, the perceptions and 

perspectives of second generation immigrants and 

migrant women facing the mainstreaming society and 

key national issues such as the acquisition of 

citizenship rights for foreign citizens who are born in 

Italy, were addressed.  

 

The open meeting was divided in two parts:  

ParParParPart It It It I that introduced the topics and presented four 

keynote speeches and  

Part IIPart IIPart IIPart II, interactive, dedicated to meet the 

representatives of the main foreign communities in 

Rome. Part II was divided in three sub-sessions with 

focus on the topics of – respectively – citizenship and 

discrimination, women and multiple discrimination and 

local authorities’/city role, services and initiatives to 

foster inclusion and fight against stereotypes.     
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Nationalities represented at the event included 

Bangladesh, Morocco, Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Egypt, Lebanon, Iran, 

Iraq, Kurdistan, Ukraine, Romania, Moldova, Serbia, 

Puerto Rico, Eritrea, China and, of course, Italy. 

Representatives of the Roma community in Rome were 

also present at the meeting.  
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During the meeting, the cases collected by Cittalia 

during the first phase of the BEAMS project were 

presented and distributed, providing the base for 

discussion and launching a debate over the “public” 

responsibility of the local institutions. “What is the 

attitude of local authorities towards the phenomenon 

of discrimination? what is the role played by them in 

the creation and contrast to this phenomenon? how do 

foreign citizens see and live in their city?”, those were 

some of the main questions asked during the meeting. 

Indeed, even if cities are not natural pop culture 

generators, they play an active role also in relation to 

the creation of “popular culture”, thanks to their 

“multiplier effect” and their capacity to generate 

“trends”.  

The importance of the role of the cities in the creation 

and especially in fighting stereotypes, was 

unanimously recognized by the speakers and by the 

participants. The efforts and potentialities – in positive 

terms – as well as the main difficulties and lack of 

preparedness concerning the way local authorities deal 

with migrants/minorities’ communities, were 

highlighted during the meeting. In this context, the 

open meeting mainly confirmed the main findings 

from the research prepared by Cittalia in the 

framework of BEAMS entitled “Cities, languages, 

stereotypes and discrimination: an Italian study”, in 

particular it  the importance of the role of the 

municipalities as a natural “bridge” between the 

institutions and migrants but also highlighting the low 

awareness level and scarce professionalism of many 

local communication officers, who often make use of 

stereotypes in their pieces of work.  

  

 

 

 

                        
In the words of several participants, in order to 

effectively address the theme of integration and fight 

against every form of discrimination it is necessary to 

understand the importance of the role of culture and 

enhance cultural inclusive processes that take into 

account the knowledge of the other persons living in 

our cities, in our neighbourhoods and their roots. 

Marco De Giorgi, Director General of UNAR, pointed out 

that discrimination starts with the creation of 
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stereotypes, that are the main conveyors of a simplified 

and uncritical way of thinking. Institutions, educational 

bodies, associations and all citizens should be more 

aware of the implications of stereotypes in our lives. 

Discrimination exists and is everywhere, in every city, 

although in Italy we experience a strong reticence to 

talk about it. It is a matter of social consciousness and 

critical awareness that is not yet fully formed in the 

Italian opinion, at both social and institutional level.       

 

 

 

As pointed out by Mercedes Lourdes Frias, former MP 

and President of the Association “Prendiamo la parola”, 

it is necessary to “re-think the concept of culture itself 

because we need to deconstruct stereotypes so to be 

able to see the reality from another point of view”. The 

deconstruction of a simplified and categorized way of 

thinking necessarily results in the awareness that reality 

is much more complex than we may think. The 

problem is that this complexity is scaring for many 

people. As underlined by Filippo Miraglia, responsible 

for antidiscrimination at ARCI, one of the most 

important associations in Italy, the only way to build a 

more equal and less discriminatory society is to change 

cultural approach, which is possible only starting from 

school and education that need to prepare the ground 

for multicultural living together.  

 

 

 

During the event, some videos produced by ZaLab 

(http://www.zalab.org/tipo-it/3/#.Up87_ify3Fw) were 

displayed, with the purpose of "launching" specific 

themes of discussion with the experts and with all the 

participants and in order to foster a more dynamic and 

open interaction between all the participants. Piera 

Mastantuono, editor and journalist of the association 

and online magazine Piuculture, moderated the 

second part of the meeting, contributing with her 

questions to critically explore the core topics of the 

meeting and to share views in a very open way.  
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The young director of the short film “Essere o non 

essere…italiani” (“To be or not to be…Italians”), Phaim 

Bhuiyan, of Bengali origins, was invited to talk about his 

experience and motivations as a young director with a 

foreign national background. He said that the Bengali 

people who are born and raised in Italy feel their 

belonging to a double cultural presence, “for us and for 

our families, being Bengali and Italian at the same time 

doesn’t represent a problem at all, but for the society it 

is an issue”, and he went on: “I decided to give voice to 

these stories to describe the daily life of many people, 

with the aim of bringing people closer one to the 

other”. The representative of the G2 network, 

Mohamed Abdalla Tailmoun, sociologist and cultural 

mediator, stressed the fact that in Italy the life of many 

young people with a foreign nationality is complicated 

by the fact that they cannot obtain the Italian 

citizenship until they are 18 years old, because they 

have no right to Italian citizenship according to the 

current law even if they are born on the Italian soil. “It 

seems that this excessive bureaucracy represents a 

problem that we share with the Italian citizens since 

they are born, too”, Mohamed said, ironically.    

 

 
 

The short film “Nuove cittadine” (“New female citizens”) 

introduced the topic of migrant women, citizenship 

and multiple discrimination. The main character of the 

short film was present at the event and was invited to 

speak about her experience. Halima Tanjaoui told her 

story as a young researcher and Italian-Moroccan 

activist who fights against violence on women, a 

“phenomenon that involves transversely the majority 

of countries and cultures”. The theme of violence is not 

automatically connected to the theme of 

discrimination, but many women are victims of 

episodes of violence not only as women, but also as 

migrants. Discrimination is a powerful phenomenon 

that can lead to explosions of violence. 

 
Raisa Ambros, editor and journalist of Piuculture, is also 

a blogger and is very active on the social networks, 

where she has a lot of followers. Raisa opened by 

saying that “I was introduced by the moderator to the 

audience as an editor, and you see me in such way. But 

what if I was presented to you as a Moldovan citizen? 

You would have probably asked yourself where 

Moldova is. Or you would have started by thinking that 

I am a caregiver”. The way we present ourselves and 
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the way people talk about us provides us with opinions 

since the very first contact. Stereotypes begin to form 

in that precise moment, since the very beginning. It is 

therefore important to do our best to have a “free and 

critical mind”, able to avoid schemes and categories, 

especially when meet someone for the first time. “The 

image of the foreign woman is often adherent to a 

ready-made stereotype”, Raisa continued: “Women 

coming from Eastern Europe are often associated to 

care-givers or prostitutes, but they are in most of the 

cases people with a qualification, a family and a 

dignity”. Before the BEAMS open meeting, Raisa, in 

collaboration with a student from Turin, Luminita 

Butuc, had published a short survey on facebook to 

measure the frequency and incidence of the 

stereotypes concerning women coming from Eastern 

Europe: in a few days, she collected a lot of feedbacks, 

that unfortunately confirmed the common perception 

of Eastern women as mainly “care-givers, or 

prostitutes” (see below the Focus Waiting for the 
BEAMS open meeting: an online survey on Moldovan 
and Romanian women). 

 

 
 

Hevi Dilara, a Kurdish poet, told her story as a refugee 

and her impressions on the difficulties that still exist in 

Italy, mainly linked to the un-preparedness of the 

Italian politics, still far from understanding a world that 

is changing very fast. There is a distorted perception in 

Italy about the migrants and too often the issues 

concerning migration are addressed in the framework 

of a security approach, thus contributing to form an 

opinion that tends to see migration only in relation to 

security problems. This approach has contributed to 

generate hate speeches, which are still very 

widespread in Italy.  

 

  

 

  

Finally, a higher level of co-decision in the local policy 

making process was proposed by Tatyana Kuzyk and by 

other participants, as opposed to mere consultation 

which is still the most common form of association to 

our civil and democratic life. Co-decision can help to 

break down stereotypes from the inside of the 

institutions, bringing positive examples of living 

together at the very core of decisional processes. “The 

Italian society is more open and ready for integration 

and acceptance of diversity than the Italian politics”, 

Tetyana said.  
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Four video-interviews were made in the margins of the 

event, involving key note speakers and participants 

with a foreign background and in particular Mercedes 

Lourdes Frias, Halima Tanjaoui, Mohamed Abdalla 

Tailmoun and Raisa Ambros. The video-interviews were 

organized in order to get a broader picture on the topic 

of “discrimination in the city”. The video-interviews 

represented a further tool for investigating the 

perceptions of citizens with a foreign background 

living in Rome.  
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FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS    

Waiting for the BEAMS open meeting in Italy…an online survWaiting for the BEAMS open meeting in Italy…an online survWaiting for the BEAMS open meeting in Italy…an online survWaiting for the BEAMS open meeting in Italy…an online survey on the perceptions about Moldovan and ey on the perceptions about Moldovan and ey on the perceptions about Moldovan and ey on the perceptions about Moldovan and 
Romanian womenRomanian womenRomanian womenRomanian women (an online survey by Raisa Ambros, in collaboration with Luminita Butuc) (an online survey by Raisa Ambros, in collaboration with Luminita Butuc) (an online survey by Raisa Ambros, in collaboration with Luminita Butuc) (an online survey by Raisa Ambros, in collaboration with Luminita Butuc)    

 

On one side, stereotypes involve all human categories. On the other side, some particular categories are more 

vulnerable and exposed than others to stereotypes and discrimination. Women with a foreign background, for example, 

in many cases have to face discriminatory behaviors that are linked not only to their foreign origin but also to their sex, 

thus favouring cases of combined sex and race/ethnicity/nationality discrimination.  

Raisa Ambros, Moldovan journalist, social researcher and speaker at the BEAMS open meeting in Rome, once informed 

about the BEAMS objectives and aims of the open meeting, spontaneously organized a mini-survey before the event 

through the social networks where she has plenty of followers. The mini-research, made in collaboration with Luminita 

Butuc, student from Turin, shows in a nutshell how high is the level of exposure to discrimination for certain categories, 

i.e. women with a foreign background. In this particular case, people were asked different questions dealing with their 

perceptions and opinions about “women from Eastern Europe” and with their relationship with stereotypes, diversity 

and discrimination. In general, the online survey confirmed the most common stereotypes about Moldavian and 

Romanian women and about Romanian people in general.    

61 people participated in the survey, mainly university students aged 18-30. In particular, the age classes of the sample 

that responded to the online questionnaire were the following: Age 18-22:  8 persons (5F, 3M); Age 23-26: 32 persons 

(18F, 14M); Age 27-30: 12 persons (7F, 5M); Age 31-35: 4 persons (2F, 2M); Age 36-40: 1 persons (1M); Age 41-45: 1 

person (1F); Age 45-50: 3 persons (1F, 2M).  

The questionnaire included the following 10 questions / sections: 

1. Information on age/ gender/ nationality 

2. Have you ever interacted with persons from East Europe?  

3. When I tell you "I'm from Moldova" what is the first thing it comes into your mind? 

4. I'm a girl and I tell you "I'm Romanian", what is your first reaction on that? 

5. I'm a boy and I tell you "I'm Romanian!", what is your first reaction on that? 

6. Do you know why Moldavians speak Romanian language? 

7. Have you ever heard about stereotyping cultures? 

8. Which kind of capacities/skills does a stigmatized community need to evolve from a marginalized and stereotyped 

sphere?  

9. Which definition do you agree with? Stereotype is: 

- a standardized mental picture that is held in common by members of a group and that represents an oversimplified 

opinion, prejudiced attitude, or uncritical judgment; 

- any commonly known public belief about a certain social group or a type of individual; 

- an often unfair and untrue belief that many people have about all people or things with a particular characteristic; 

- are often created about people of specific cultures or races. 

10. Do you think stereotypes and prejudices are the same thing? 
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People were asked to react “instinctively”, writing down what came on their mind – and not necessarily what is their 

deepest belief about the question at stake – when reading the questions. The most interesting outputs are represented 

by the answers to questions n.3, 4, 5 and 9.  

 

Feedbacks to the question When I told you I'm from Moldova what is the first thing it comes into your mind?, When I told you I'm from Moldova what is the first thing it comes into your mind?, When I told you I'm from Moldova what is the first thing it comes into your mind?, When I told you I'm from Moldova what is the first thing it comes into your mind?, 

raised by Raisa, included:  

a) answers that witness a very low knowledge level about that country like: “Where is Moldova?” (many answers 

like that), “Is it Europe?”, “I don’t know exactly where to collocate Moldova on the map”, “I’ve  never met a Moldovan in 

my life. Now I know one”, “Mmm...is in the EU or not?”, “Is it cold there?”;  

b) answers that link Moldova with Romania and Russia like “Russia and Eastern Europe”, “You come from an ex-

Soviet country”, “A Russian accent”, “A  far East country similar to Romania”, “That you are from a country that borders 

with Romania with a quite similar flag”;  

c) answers that tend to highlight the poverty of the country sometimes mixed with some positive stereotypes 

such as “You come from un undeveloped Country, “Poverty”, “Poor country”, Care givers”, “Lack of education”, “Poor 

country with awesome fried cakes”, “Poor country with nice people”, “Underdeveloped country”, “A country with not 

many opportunities for young people where people speaks Russian”;  

d) answers that end up to give an aesthetic characterization or are characterized by the presence of positive 

stereotypes such as  “A beautiful woman ;-)”, “I think of wine. I think Moldova produces good wine?”, “Nice people, good 

wine”, “ “Beautiful girls” (many answers like that), “Pretty girls”, “So, you must be pretty! (I've dated a super-handsome 

Moldovan boy and he used to tell me that Moldovan girls are much more beautiful than us – Italian girls)”, “A green 

country with tasty food and mamaliga buna :)”, “Beauty, sincerity and the beautiful East European accent”, “Mountains, 

peace”, “Small towns and villages”, “Friendly people”, “Attached to tradition, attached to your culture”.  

e) Other answers were more “socratic” and witnessed a more neutral or open approach such as “Curiosity about a 

new culture”, “Nothing in particular. Who cares what is ones nationality”, “Neutral, no associations”, “Nothing!! you are a 

human being like anybody else”, “I thought you were of  a culture that I do not know and do not know what to expect 

from you”, “First I will look at yourself and catch your first words. How do you speak. if its quite humble and calm then its 

great to have some more chat and build relationship with you. Your country of origin doesn't matter for me”, I haven't 

heard about the situation of Moldova, so I don't have an opinion. Must be a beautiful country though!”.  

 

Perception feedbacks to the question I'm a girl and I tell yI'm a girl and I tell yI'm a girl and I tell yI'm a girl and I tell you "I'm Romanian", what is your first reaction on that? ou "I'm Romanian", what is your first reaction on that? ou "I'm Romanian", what is your first reaction on that? ou "I'm Romanian", what is your first reaction on that? 

included: included: included: included:  

a) answers that mirror negative stereotypes likeanswers that mirror negative stereotypes likeanswers that mirror negative stereotypes likeanswers that mirror negative stereotypes like “prostitute”, “Someone who only looks after herself, 

materialistic”, “The most common stereotype about them is "bitches"”, “I do know that Romania is seen as a dangerous 

country in Eastern Europe”, “I think about poverty and high rates of young girls who have to sell their bodies to support 

their families”, “Caregivers”, "All I can think of is white girls with black hair…that’s all I know about Romanian girls”, 

“Black hair, big eyes, bad style in fashion, “If you ask me about the country, I would also say poor country with a lot of 

gypsies”, Another Romanian in Italy!”, You are hot and sexy but also despised”, “Pretty sociable and lovable, but very 

easy with men”, “Blonde, tall, blue eyes, provocative clothes”, You are kind of crazy and you kiss everyone at the party”, 

“Thinking about that movie where they cut up people for money!”, “My first reaction is to think you are promiscuous”, “ 
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 It reminds me of gypsies”, “You are an easy girl, “Romanian girls like money”, “Pretty”, “Exotic”, I know many stereotypes 

on Romanian girls, the most common is that they're "easy". But I don't share it!”; 

b) Answers that reflect positive or neutral stereotypes like “Answers that reflect positive or neutral stereotypes like “Answers that reflect positive or neutral stereotypes like “Answers that reflect positive or neutral stereotypes like “You have beautiful monasteries”, “You are nice”, 

“Singer or dancer”, “Traditional and religious”, “Nadia Comaneci, Hagi, amazing, beautiful...to be discovered!”, “Quite 

friendly. Would like to know more about you”, “Dracula from Transylvania”; 

c) Answers that tend to underline social problems, sometimes mixed with some kind of stereotypes, like “All the 

Romanian women that I met in Sicily are women that left their country to find a job as housekeepers or nurses, left their 

family and country to earn some money to send it back to their families and give them their contribute”, “As I have 

Romanian girl friends I know them they are strong and trying to break the judgements abour Romanian woman”, 

“Women trafficking is very common from Romania to other countries and people leaving their country to work 

elsewhere is a common phenomenon. But Romanian girls are also very beautiful”;  

d) Answer that are more neutral and open, such as “I ask you, where are you from in Romania?”, “I try to identify 

people not just on the nation, but also on their stories, beliefs etc.”, “I think you're an interesting culture as mine”, “I do 

not have any stereotype”, “I've been there and it’s a fantastic place”, “Not much, I'm not familiar with the culture”, "I have 

no problems with that”. 

 

Answers to the question “I’m a boy and I tell you "I'm Romanian!", what is your first reaction on that? include  

a) “Are you gipsy?”, “Where is the knife :P i'm kidding you, nice to meet you”, “You steal our job places”, “Maybe 

you’re orthodox?”, “Dangerous”, “Worker”, “Body builder or kick boxer”, “Most of them are idiots”, “A bit unfriendly”, 

“You must be drinking and smoking a lot!”, “The worst of Romanians are out of your country... what about you?”, “Tall, 

rude, black hair, aggressive approach”, “My first reaction is to think you are promiscuous and like to party”, “That they 

usually drink a lot!”, “Gipsy” (multiple answers like that), “You like  to drink a lot of alcoholics”, “I think I should be careful 

about you especially if you are uneducated”, “Romanians are smart, but not very reliable”, “Romanian girls are better”.  

b) Other answers were more neutral, or positive, or that tend to present issues around “being Romanian” like “I 

don't think at any stereotype, I just believe that our cultures have a lot in common”, “Friendly”, “I have no problems with 

that”, “Don't know any facts about Romanian boys”, “You probably came to Italy to find a job o to rejoin your 

mother/wife.  

 

The answers to the question Which definition do you agree with? Stereotype were the follWhich definition do you agree with? Stereotype were the follWhich definition do you agree with? Stereotype were the follWhich definition do you agree with? Stereotype were the following:owing:owing:owing: 

a) a standardized mental picture that is held in common by members of a group and that represents an 

oversimplified opinion, prejudiced attitude, or uncritical judgment (39 records) 

b) any commonly known public belief about a certain social group or a type of individual (9 records) 

c) an often unfair and untrue belief that many people have about all people or things with a particular 

characteristic (6 records) 

d) are often created about people of specific cultures or races (7 records) 

The results of this small survey were presented during the BEAMS Open Meeting organized by Cittalia in Rome on 12 

December, 2013.   
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Main findings from reflection groupsMain findings from reflection groupsMain findings from reflection groupsMain findings from reflection groups    
The open meeting, and the second part in particular, 

gave the project partners interesting insights of the 

perceptions and feelings of the representatives of the 

foreign communities in Rome.  

The open meeting mainly confirmed the main findings 

from the research, in particular the importance of the 

role of the municipalities as a natural “bridge” between 

the institutions and migrants but also highlighting the 

low awareness level and scarce professionalism of 

many local communication officers, who often use 

stereotypes in their pieces of work. In the words of 

several participants, in order to effectively address the 

theme of integration and fight against every form of 

discrimination it is necessary to understand the 

importance of the role of culture and enhance cultural 

inclusive processes that take into account the 

knowledge of the other persons living in our cities, in 

our neighborhoods and their roots. Moreover, it is 

necessary to re-think the concept of culture itself 

because we need to deconstruct stereotypes so to be 

able to see reality from another point of view.  

Changing cultural approach is possible starting from 

school and education that need to prepare the ground 

for multicultural living together. Finally, co-decision in 

the local policy making process was proposed by some 

participants, as opposed to mere consultation which is 

still the most common form of association to the civil 

and democratic life of our Country. Co-decision can 

help to break down stereotypes from the inside of the 

institutions, bringing positive examples of living 

together at the very core of decisional processes.  

Multiple discrimination is very frequent and is a 

phenomenon that is largely present in our cities, either 

“additional” multiple discrimination and 

“intersectional” multiple discrimination.    

In the end, the open meeting resulted in something 

more than a simple enlarged “focus group”. It became 

a real forum of discussion open to contributions and 

speeches from all the participants, that addressed in 

particular the perceptions and perspectives of second 

generation immigrants and migrant women facing the 

mainstreaming society and key national issues such as 

the acquisition of citizenship rights for foreign citizens 

who are born in Italy. All these topics are strictly related 

to the theme at the core of BEAMS: the stereotypes and 

how we can contribute to debunk them, in order to 

prepare the ground for a fairer society. The meeting 

was a real “open” event and was very successful in 

bringing together different experiences, perceptions, 

ideas and proposals, contributing to complete the 

framework of reference of the research developed by 

Cittalia.  

The ideas and proposals of the speakers and 

participants were collected by the coordinators of the 

meeting. These inputs represent useful 

recommendations, aimed in particular at local 

authorities and local policy makers and can be 

summed up as follows: it is necessary to create a 

strategy of communication and to train local media, 

including press/communication offices within the 

Municipalities; we need to improve the synergy 

between the municipalities, local media and press 

offices and local users; we need to foster a more 

intense cooperation between municipalities, so that 

they can learn from each other and in order to achieve 

a multiplier effect; it is more and more evident that we 

need to raise awareness among policy makers / 
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opinion leaders in order to let them avoid the 

automatic linkage “immigration - security problems” in 

their speeches; a major effort should be made in order 

to include in the communication staff of the 

municipalities people with a foreign background and, 

finally, in order to improve the effectiveness of the 

communication while avoiding stereotypes as much as 

possible we must let the institutional communication 

surprise us, create a positive curiosity, be more 

emotional and empathetic and more focused on the 

individuals and on their uniqueness.   

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

CCCConclusions onclusions onclusions onclusions and lessons learned and lessons learned and lessons learned and lessons learned         
As clearly outlined in the review and the interviews, 

cities have a key role toward discriminations, especially 

those based on national, ethnical and racial prejudices, 

so called “NER”. Besides, cities and socio-cultural 

agents, primarily opinion leaders such as mayors and 

councilors, carry out a very important function with 

reference to the production and keeping up of 

stereotypes and prejudices (old and new ones) and 

their contrast. On the contrary it is less evident the role 

that local authorities play toward the assessment and 

the analysis of the impact that “pieces of local culture” 

– often created or promoted by their managers – have 

on the public imagery and in the process of generation 

or demolition of stereotypes. Municipalities play with 

imageries, through various forms of communication, 

often spontaneously, without being backed by a 

communication structure fully aware of the 

educational need to demolish or at least avoid 

stereotypes.  

 

Cities use their own language that distinguish them 

and that, more and more in the recent years, has been 

based on images. The pictures of flyers, posters, events, 

initiatives or displayed on the websites of the 

municipalities also represent a piece of popular culture, 

or at least a tool for its creation: they are visual 

representations with a strong socio-cultural impact, 

able to influence – for better or for worse – citizens’ 

opinions and conceptions. We also must consider that 

the source of these messages – the local authority – is 

an institution, therefore a place traditionally endowed 

with a natural prestige to the eyes of citizens, not only 

by law but as a matter of facts.  

 

As seen above, original forms of visual communication 

are not missing, even if the institutional 

communication doesn’t have, by its nature, a vocation 

to “amaze” or “excite” but it is rather devoted to inform 

citizens about the services offered and the initiative 

carried out at community level. In this sense, we can 

affirm that the production of popular culture by the 

institutions has an intrinsic limit: territoriality. The 

action of the municipalities, included the 
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communicative one – is primarily devoted to the 

community level, therefore it can unlikely generate 

“pieces of popular mass culture”, even if it may 

influence the local community culture or contribute to 

“inform” it through initiatives, images and official 

stances. Nevertheless, the presence of opinion leaders 

in some municipalities (such as those Mayors who 

enjoy visibility at national level thanks to their political 

activity) combined to the option to “enhance” their 

actions through a networking process such as the 

Intercultural Cities Network, the campaign “L’Italia sono 

anch’io” or those developed by associations like ANCI, 

identify them as very interesting subjects also in 

relation with the creation of popular culture, in its 

wider meaning.  

 

Indeed, a municipality can launch messages able to 

“shape” public opinion’s tastes and vision thanks to its 

administrators and representatives: in other words it 

can start true trends. Besides, as one of the key factors 

of the municipalities is represented by their quantity 

and presence in different territories, other than their 

diffusion and thorough distribution, it is evident that 

the participation to networks or initiative gathering 

more municipalities can have a meaningful impact on 

citizens and the shaping of their ideas; accordingly they 

can contribute to contrast prejudices, stereotypes and 

discrimination or at least to create or enhance the 

opportunities for a reflection on these themes. It is It is It is It is 

exactly through widespread initiatives that exactly through widespread initiatives that exactly through widespread initiatives that exactly through widespread initiatives that 

municipalities are more easily able to address a municipalities are more easily able to address a municipalities are more easily able to address a municipalities are more easily able to address a 

wider target of citizens and positively influence the wider target of citizens and positively influence the wider target of citizens and positively influence the wider target of citizens and positively influence the 

way to shape their iway to shape their iway to shape their iway to shape their ideas. deas. deas. deas.     

 

As said above, we do not lack bad examples of 

municipalities who tried to shape public opinion in the 

opposite sense, nurturing prejudices and stereotypes 

up to giving rise to cases of open institutional 

discrimination. However they basically are isolated 

examples, “territorial” indeed, limited in space, cut off 

from the networks and the urban political concepts 

outlined in the national democratic context (that 

instead try to promote actions to fight against 

discrimination), even if they are not less serious.  

The image review introduced in this publication shows 

different visual-graphic “approaches” to the themes of 

immigration, inclusion, citizenship and fight against 

discrimination. A rather common approach is to 

represent the foreign citizen, by portraying its ethno-

cultural diversity: it is a visual typology used by many 

municipalities in total good faith even if it is a 

dangerous one as it can accidentally convey, and often 

this is the case, racial prejudices and stereotypes giving 

rise to the so called “positive stereotypes”. Let’s 

consider, for example, the colored children with the 

shirt of the Italian football team (see n. 1 of the review): 

the message is totally sharable, but not all the foreign 

children living in Italy are black skinned. Again let’s 

draw our attention on the picture with the refugee and 

his suitcase, the beach and the boat full of migrants (n. 

21 and 39 of the review): these images exclusively 

connect refugees and asylum seekers with the 

“disembarkations”, recalling the so called “tragedies at 

sea” and the difficult routes that many of these persons 

must face in order to arrive in our country. However not 

all the refugees arrive in Italy or in Europe on “sea 

wrecks” and itineraries are more differentiated than we 

may think.  

 

However, in many cases, the approach to the image is 

functional to uncover the diversity between persons; 

actually it tries to enhance it in order to convey a 

positive message of sharing and melting of different 

cultures. In these cases, we can say that the breaking of 

stereotypes is sought through the enhancement of the 

differences or through highlighting some specific 

features that drive our mind to migrants and their 

stories.  

 

In other cases, the proposed images are more neutral, 

though concerning issues such as migrants’ inclusion. 

Thus, in a more mainstreaming approach, it is chosen 

to enhance urban elements such as the portrayal of the 

city that – far from representing the “parish” – acquire 

the function of “local catalyst of diversities” (n. 30 of the 

review); or elements that recall sport in general or 

specific activities (n. 3 and 17); or graphic elements 
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referring to cookery and the food as a “bridge” 

between cultures (n. 4 and 34).  

Many initiatives use posters that focus the attention on 

the person, through the centrality of the faces (n. 6, 7, 

8, 15, 22, 26, 31, 35, 41, 43 and 46). 

 

In general the huge quantity of images, photos and 

slogans displayed in the framework of municipal 

initiatives, is the evidence of a greater attention from 

local authorities toward integration. As Udo 

Enwereuzor affirms (p. 2.3.1), the more meaningful 

change is that currently ”the institutional 

communication is more developed than in the past”. 

However, as reminded in the interview, we still find 

features of a schematic representation, if not 

stereotyped, in the communication strategy of many 

local authorities. As Franco Corradini states (p. 2.3.2), it 

is necessary to “plan a long term strategy including not 

only communication activities but also training 

initiatives for journalists and the enhancement of new 

strategies to be carried out on the internet: these 

elements can help local authorities to obtain results 

over the medium term in the demolition of stereotypes 

and fight against discrimination”. Basically, one of the 

keys to positively proceed to a more decisive action by 

local authorities and toward a greater local and global 

awareness on the concept of discrimination is the 

synergy among the many actors that at different titles 

work at community level; this should go together with 

the development of a better professionalism, from the 

ethical point of view, of local journalists, municipal 

press offices and local communication agents, other 

than a greater awareness of the politicians who hold an 

important responsibility in this field.  

 

Likewise, it is very important that the rhetoric of local 

politicians avoid always linking migrant issues with 

urban security, but rather making an effort to start 

more initiatives of civic participation oriented to a 

positive promotion of social inclusion mechanisms at 

community level. As Raffaella Cosentino reminds, it is 

advisable a greater inclusion “either within the Mayor’s 

staff or the Municipality’s, of persons belonging to 

foreign communities in order to plan and 

communicate new strategies for civic participation”. 

Also under the artistic point of view of the institutional 

communication, Italy is behind other European 

countries with a more rooted history of immigration 

such as Germany, France or Switzerland. As asserted by 

Oliviero Toscani, the institutional communication 

should “catch and evoke curiosity and moving images”, 

thus being more empathetic because “love and 

feelings still touch in a country with no dialogue”, or 

where it continuously decreases. In order to positively 

tackle the theme of diversity, the best solution is 

probably that suggested by the great Tuscan 

advertizing agent: adopt an approach born from the 

awareness of the uniqueness of each individual, 

regardless his nationality, ethnic group, race or religion. 

Indeed, “there are not two persons alike (…), in 

diversity there is all the curiosity in life, in art, in 

everything (…) every person is a unique and 

unrepeatable human being, an artwork (…) it is a 

matter of paramount group identities”. 

 

To sum up, the images’ review allowed us to identify 

different visual and communication approaches, in 

particular in the end we were able to categorize at least 

three main/recurrent kinds of visual representation of 

the migrants/minorities, referring to three different 

ways of depicting the reality:  

1. Depicting the foreign citizen by enhancing its ethnic 

and cultural diversity 

2. Depicting the differences by using a more aseptic 

and mainstreaming approach 

3. Depicting the differences by putting the individuals 

at the center of the image, through the centrality of 

their faces and expressions. 

The main findings and lessons learnt by the research 

and interviews can be summed up in 10 points: 
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RELEVANCERELEVANCERELEVANCERELEVANCE    

Cities play a key role in relation both to the generation and perpetuation of prejudices and stereotypes and to their 

contrast. 

 

AUTHORITYAUTHORITYAUTHORITYAUTHORITY    

The influence of cities’ initiatives and communication on popular culture and public opinion is doubled, due to their 

institutional character and, in general, their credibility vis à vis the citizens. 

    

DIVERSITYDIVERSITYDIVERSITYDIVERSITY    

Each city is different, different approaches exist. 

    

TERRITORIALITYTERRITORIALITYTERRITORIALITYTERRITORIALITY    

The initiatives of the municipalities, including communication actions, primarily address cities in their territories. 

Therefore, taken individually, they can influence the “local culture” but they can hardly generate “pieces of mass popular 

culture”. 

    

MULTIPLIER EFFECT AND TRENDS GENERATIONSMULTIPLIER EFFECT AND TRENDS GENERATIONSMULTIPLIER EFFECT AND TRENDS GENERATIONSMULTIPLIER EFFECT AND TRENDS GENERATIONS    

However, the presence of opinion leaders and the presence of city networks that implement joint initiatives make the 

cities active players also in relation to the creation of “popular culture”, providing them with a multiplier effect and 

making them “trend” generators. 

    

MORE FREQUENT AND INTENSE COMMUNICATION ON MIGRANTS/MINORITIES ISSUESMORE FREQUENT AND INTENSE COMMUNICATION ON MIGRANTS/MINORITIES ISSUESMORE FREQUENT AND INTENSE COMMUNICATION ON MIGRANTS/MINORITIES ISSUESMORE FREQUENT AND INTENSE COMMUNICATION ON MIGRANTS/MINORITIES ISSUES    

A more and more intense use of institutional communication to address the themes of integration of foreign citizens is 

evident in Italy. 

    

IMPORTANCE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONIMPORTANCE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONIMPORTANCE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATIONIMPORTANCE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION    

Institutional communication make abundant use of visual elements to depict themes of migration and integration: 

posters, photos, images are more and more often used by the cities on the occasion of public initiatives.   

    

COCOCOCO----EXISTENCE OF GOOD AND BAD COMMUNICATIONEXISTENCE OF GOOD AND BAD COMMUNICATIONEXISTENCE OF GOOD AND BAD COMMUNICATIONEXISTENCE OF GOOD AND BAD COMMUNICATION    

Examples of bad / stereotyped / discriminatory communication are still very widespread in Italy, but examples of good 

communication or communication that tends to avoid stereotypes exist, too.  

    

LOW AWARENESS LEVELLOW AWARENESS LEVELLOW AWARENESS LEVELLOW AWARENESS LEVEL    

The awareness of the local elected representatives on the theme of integration is still very low, notwithstanding the 

visible changes in society. 

    

AMATEURISMAMATEURISMAMATEURISMAMATEURISM    

There is an evident lack of professional communication units fully aware of the necessity to avoid the risk of stereotypes: 

cities “play” with the imagination of citizens but their institutional communication, including visual language, is often 

improvised.  
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On the basis of the analysis and of the main findings, Cittalia proposes a set of recommendationsa set of recommendationsa set of recommendationsa set of recommendations addressed to local 

authorities, in order to encourage them to improve their role for a less stereotyped communication and action:  

1) Create a clear strategy of communication and train local media, including press/communication offices within the 

Municipalities; 

 

2) Improve the synergy between the Municipality, local media and press offices and local users; 

 

3) Improve cooperation with other Municipalities, in order to learn by other experiences through the networks and 

achieve a multiplier effect; 

 

4) Raise awareness among policy makers / opinion leaders in order to let them avoid the automatic linkage 

“immigration - security problems” in their speeches; 

 

5) To include people with a foreign background in the communication staff of the municipalities; 

 

6) In order to improve the effectiveness of the communication while avoiding stereotypes as much as possible, let the 

institutional communication surprise us, create a positive curiosity and be more emotional and empathetic; 

 

7) Adopt an approach that starts from the awareness that each individual is unique, that there are not two identical 

people in the world, that in diversity we can found the interest for life, art, for everything because “each person is 

unique and unrepeatable, each person is a masterpiece”; 

 

8) Set up a clear strategy, policy framework and/or guidelines at municipal level in order to make it clear that 

stereotyping and discriminatory behaviours by the municipality staff will not be tolerated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

”I was born in Italy therefore I am Italian”         “I was born in Italy therefore I am” 

Credit: Mauro Biani, 2013 
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